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Developers offer
sewer fund monies

Health of the Inland
Empire Financial
Institutions
Before President George Bush
even took the on th of office on
Jnnuary 20th of this year, he had
nlrendy singled out the Savings and
Loan crisis as a number one priority. ThP crisis has been developing
over the past few years, m part,
becnuse thP FedPral Savmgs and
Loan Insurance Corporation, which
insures Savings and Loans deposits
up to $100,000 was insolvent. There
has simply not been enough money
to maintain stability in the industry.
Gerry Findley, who h1mself has
helped start several banks, and who
publishes reports on the health and
stability of banks and savings and
loans out of his Brea company, is
not convinced the Administration's
approach will solve the problem.
Findley has had 32 years experience
in the business, and he argues that
there is a lot more behind troubled
S & L's than an insolvent FSLIC.
He doesn't believe federal regulators are either the problem or the
solution.
When Findley was recently questioned on the issue, he pointed out
that "figures can lie like the dickens.
So you've got to go look at the
character of the people to know
they're playing the game and get a
feel for whether they're up to
something." Findley emphasizes
that even the most thorough examinatiOn of the books and computer
records cannot substitute for this
kind of face-to-face judgment.
Moreover, two other factors have
contributed to the S & L crisis. One
is the bottom falling out of the oil
industry in Texas and neighboring
states. Oil prices dropped dramatically and then real estate values
plummeted. That caused millions of
dollars of losses at financial institutions, not just in the Southwest, but
all across the country.
The other unfortunate factor is
outright fraud -- the very thing
Gerry Findley says is so difficult to
detect. At least 25% of the savings
and loans which have closed their
doors have been engaged in

Continued on page 3

75 CENTS

Emerald Court- A Resort Hotel & Health Club

Galllbling Could Raise $500,000 In
New Taxes For Cathedral City
With over 28,000 residents, Cathedral City is the lOth fastest growing
city in California. But Mayor George G. Hardie would like to see it grow
much bigger and a lot faster. He has a plan, as a matter of fact, to make
that happen which would mean certain advantages for George G. Hardie.
Hardie is managing partner and general manager of the Bicycle Club
in Bell Gardens, California, the world's largest card casino which
currently generates gross revenues of $80 million annually. Hardie
conceived and developed the club in 1981 and continues to monitor all
aspects of the club's business which has 1,700 employees. He prides himself
in running an honest and smooth operation.
What does this have to do with Cathedral City? It is very simple. If
George G . Hardie can pull it off, he will build a 220-room deluxe hotel
and resort complex which will include a 7500 square foot country club
style card gaming area. The proposed resort hotel would feature banquet
facilities accommodating up to five hundred people, a 24-hour restaurant,
a rooftop gourmet restaurant complete with strolling violinists, a cocktail
lounge, a health club with indoor video golf driving ranges, various shops
and beauty salons, and to top it all off a radio studio broadcasting from
10 p.m. to 2 a.m. The price tag - 25 million dollars.
All Mayor Hardie needs now is a special election to approve his plan.
Last week, the Cathedral City Citizens for Progress wheeled 4,500 signed
petitions into City Hall requesting the special election. The ~etitions call
for two initiatives. One would repeal the ban on card clubs m Cathedral
City, while the other would ::;et up regulations for the gaming operations.
City officials must now sift through the petitions to see if at least 15 percent
of Cathedral City's 10,140 eligible voters are among the gathered
signatures. That is the minimum requirement for a special e~ecti?n. The
Registrar of Voters in Riverside Cou_nty must then determ~ne If these
are enough valid signatures from registered voters. The earliest date an
election could be held would be September, 1989, according to Acting
City Clerk Kammy Hill.
The Cathedral City Citizens for Progress proposed resort would generate
approximately $500,000 new tax reve~~es each year for Cathedral City
and create 600 new jobs. The new fac11Ity would be constructed on land
where Hardie now operates a hotel and golf driving range.
.
Mayor Hardie was questioned regarding h is proposal wh1~h h as,_ of
course, raised some eyebrows not only becau se of the gambhng casm o
Contin ued on page 3

A consortium of developers operating in eastern Riverside County
has recently approached the Eastern Municipal Water District
(EMWD) with a proposal to accelerate sewer plant expansions in the
area. J1m Fergus, RANPAC Engineering, Inc., Vice President for
Residential Development explained
in an interview with the IEBJ why
his company is spearheading the
effort on the part of several development and construction firms.
"As we looked at all our timetables here, perhaps [building] as
many as 20,000 new houses over the
next three years, we began to realize
that there was no way sewerage
plant construction could keep pace.
So we approached first the staff and
then the Board members of the
Eastern Municipal Water District to
ask: What if we funded the design
and then the construction of the
necessary facilities? We could then
get our money back by already
having credit for fees that would
normally be charged us at the time
of building permits.
Fergus named K aufman and
Broad, Barratt, First City, and
Newport Beach's Gary Cook's
Green Valley project as among the
developers involved in the consortium. He also mentioned that Bill
Sweeney and John Buchanan,
owners of the Rancho Nuevo Devel-

Continued on page 5
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SAVINGS & LOAN
How stable are financial institutions
in the Inland Empire?

Printing service cost rising
Printing delivery late

Tenant Representation
Page 1

An in-depth report on the health of Inland
Empire banks and savmgs and loans along with
observations by independent experts on the
S & L crisis.

Page 15

Scott Grubert reviews the htstory of how
business tenant representation has developed
over the years as clients increasingly need both
a real estate broker and representation in
negotiations between that broker and a
potential lessor.
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TURNAROUNDS

Senator Robert Presley of Riverside and
Chairman of the powerful Senate Appropriations Committee expresses his views on the
Inland Empire's opportunities and problems in
the face of rapid growth.

Business Tips

SPECIAL REPORT

ADVERTISING

Casino card gambling in
Cathedral City?

Page7
Rick Lamprecht shows how turnaround strategies for companies in trouble are also excellent
ways for emerging firms to prevent future
troubles.

Sales Promotion

Page 3

Cathedral City Mayor George G. Hardie wants
to replicate his successful Bell Gardens'
Bicycle Club Casino. Prominent residents go
public with their support and collect petitions
for a special election.

(818) 336-0096
FAX
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Two Chicago marketing executives show how
the sales promotion business is coming back
full-circle to its original focus of 30 years ago.
They present a planning checklist for selfevaluation.
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Profiles of three very successful women in
business ... Judi Funtas, Owner/President of
Baker Personnel Services in Upland ...
Deborah Manda bach , Director of Marketing for
The Arrowhead Health Care System in San
Bernardino ... and Diane Zak, Director of
Administration for The TORO Co. Irrigation
Division in Riverside.

Prevention and treatment of
alcohol abuse, not higher
alcoholic beverages, is the
staggering social cost of
ing.

alcoholism and
exise taxes on
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BUSINESS MEETINGS
Twelve Steps to a Successful
Meeting
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Donna Aim, San Diego Convention Center
Communications Manager, suggests 12 ways
you can ensure a successful business meeting.

ONTARIO COMM CENTER
Office Alternatives

"JUST OVER THE HILL- IN INDUSTRY'

----------------11

Page 23

The new Ontario Comm Center offers the
smaller business large corporate amenities.
Leasing Manager Emil Regard says, "You
name it, we'll do it ... even a secretary will cost
you more."

GLOBAL TRADE
The Japanese Market

OWNER/USER COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTATE LOANS
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A number of suggestions on how your
business can penetrate capital-rich Japan.

THE LISTS
Industrial Space in the
Chino-Ontario area
Page 14
The 75 Largest Employers in the Inland
Empire- ranked by how many people are
actually employed at Inland
Empire locations.
Page 10
The Largest Hotels in the Inland Empire
- ranked by number of rooms, as well as
conference and meeting
accommodations.
Page 19
33 Inland Empire Independent Financial
Institutions- ranked by return
on assets
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Resort
Hotel ... Health Club ... and Card Casino ...
Continued from page 1
but also because Mr. Hardie, as
Mayor of Cathedral City, clearly
would benefit from the project.

Q: !Jow can Cathedral City
benefit from this new operation?
A: This will be a first-class resort
complex. It will provide more than

attract to Cathedral City a large
number of tourists eager to spend
a lot of money during their stay.
This cannot help but provide a
tremendous boost to the business
community here.
Then there's the construction

The ''House" has no financial interest in who wins or loses.
half a milli on new tax revenue
dollars every year and offer over 600
new well-paying jobs. I intend for
the additional revenues to be earmarked for civic programs such as
childcare centers, paramedic services, boys' and girls ' clubs, and
senior citizens centers. Also, it will

itself. It will cost in the neigh barhood of $25 million and will employ
local craftsmen for the electrical,
plumbing, landscaping and a host of
other building trades.
Once bull t, the resort will boost
business for vendors throughout
the Coachella Valley. Food and

How health are our institutions ...
Continued from page 1
unscrupulous practices. Reviving
the FSLIC cannot solve that
problem.
Nevertheless, by this coming
summer, Bush's plan to recapitalize
the system, with $157 billion raised
through tax revenues and bonds
sales, is expected to have passed
both houses of Congress. Once in
operation, the legislation will make
it possible to liquidate or arrange
sale of nearly 500 insolvent S & L 's
across the country while protecting
depositors at least up to the $100,000
limit.
The problem, however, is not
limited to Savings and Loans. Over
the last few years a number of banks
have either closed, merged, gone
into federal conservatorship, or
allowed themselves to be taken over
by larger, healthier financial
organizations.
Specifically, within the Inland
Empire, how healthy are its financial institutions. To answer that
question, the Inland Empire Business Journal first contacted the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation to obtain a list of any banks
in the Inland Empire which might
be in trouble and, therefore, under
FDIC scrutiny. The Inland Empire
Business Journal discovered that
such a list does exist within one
department of the FDIC called,
"The Office of Corporate Communications" located in Washington,
DC. (One cannot resist the Orwel-

lian parallel when the section of the
federal agency specially charged
with monitoring banks about ready
to go under is titled so innocuously
as to imply a friendly public relations department).
In a telephone interview with the
Inland Empire Business Journal,
Alan J. Whitney, Director of the
Office of Corporate Relations,
FDIC, nervously and rather defensively, explained that there is

Pa e 3

beverage vendors and repair and
maintenance concerns are only the
most obvious examples of the businesses the new resort will help.
Q: Given the controversy surrounding the Card Club, why not
just build the complex minus the
gaming room:
A: The hotel and resort indus try
has not done well recently here in
the Coachella Valley. A lot of our
hotels have changed hands, gone
into conservatorship or are up for
sale. We need to offer more attractions to bring in more tourists. Quite
frankly it is becoming more and
more difficult for hotel operators to
compete with all the new construction and amenities going on down
valley. If we here in Cathedral City
are to stay at all competitive, we've
got to offer unique, exciting
attractions.
Q: What exactly is a Card Club?
A: The club offers players a
chance to enjoy a recreational card
game in a relaxed and wellmanaged environment. A player
simply pays a rental fee for a seat
at one of the gaming tables. The
players play against each other. The
"house" has no financial interest in
who wins or loses. We would even
provide classes for people who want
to learn the variety of games
offered.
Q: How can the city be assured
that the operations at the Card Club
are properly monitored?
A: First, only one license can be
issued per 25,000 residents. Second,
all investors and senior manage-

"The first-class destination resort
hotel complete with restaurants,
health club and community meeting rooms will provide our city with
over $500,000 in new tax revenues
annually; 600 new local well-paying
jobs and funding for community
service programs. All our businesses will benefit due to the
increased tourist trade."

indeed an "endangered bank list"
within the FDIC, but, Whitney
went on to say, "It is one of the most
closely guarded lists in all of
Washington, including the
Pentagon.
"We call it the 'Problem Bank
List'," offered Whitney, "and no
public list is available to anyone."
When asked how he could reconcile this with the FDIC's overall
obligation to protect depositors,
Whitney replied, "The government
shouldn't be in the business of
rating any private business, includ-

ing banks. The FDIC's job is to
reassure depositors, not to create
panic. These are private businesses,
and we have no right to single any
of them out as better or worse and
make our assessments known to the
public."
Nevertheless, there are private
companies that research and make
available information on financial
institutions. One such organization
is Sheshunoff Information Services
of Austin, Texas. They provided the
Inland Empire Business Journal
Continued on page 26

TROUBLED THRIFT LIST
From FHLBB Data for the Quarter
Ended December 31, 1988 - Compiled Through April 11, 1989
CALIFORNIA
ARROWHEAD PACIFIC SB, SAN BERNADINO-JROP (case)
#BEVERLY HILLS FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK, BEVERLY HILLS
CABRILLO SAVINGS BANK, HAYWARD-JROP
CARVER S & LA, ESCONDIDO
CITY FEDERAL S & LA, OAKLAND-JROP (case)
CITY S & LA, WESTLAKE VILLAGE-JROP
CONSTITUTION FS & LA, TUSTIN
*FAMILY S & LA, LOS ANGELES
FIRST CALIFORNIA SAVINGS, FSA, ORANGE-JROP (MCP)
FIRST FS & LA, BAKERSFIELD
FOUNDERS S & LA, LOS ANGELES-JROP (MCP)
GATEWAY SAVINGS BANK, SAN FRANCISCO-JROP (MCP)
*GIBRALTAR SAVINGS, BEVERLY HILLS-JROP-SA
HUNTINGTON S & LA, HUNTINGTON BEACH
INDEPENDENCE S & LA, VALLEJO-JROP
INVESTMENT S & LA, WOODLAND HILLS
MANHATTAN BEACH S & LA, MANHATTAN BEACH (MCP)
*NEW WEST FS & LA, STOCKTON (Part of American S&L)
PACIFIC SAVINGS BANK, COSTA MESA-JROP (case)
PERPETUAL SAVINGS ASSOC. AFS&LA,SANTA ANA-JROP (MCP)
ROYAL OAK S & LA, MANTECA-JROP
SECURITY FS & LA, GARDEN GROVE
SIGNAL S & LA, SIGNAL HILL
SOUTHWEST S & LA, LOS ANGELES
UNIFIED SAVINGS, A FS & LA, NORTHRIDGE-JROP (MCP)
*VIKING S & LA, SANTA MONICA
WASHINGTON S & LA, STOCKTON-JROP
*WESTCO SAVINGS BANK, FSB, WILMINGTON
WESTWOOD S & LA, LOS ANGELES-JROP (MCP)

ment have to be approved and
licensed by the Gaming Registration Division, California Attorney
General's Office, and that requires
a thorough F.B.I. background investigation. Third, a full financial
history and on-going financial
investigation will be conducted by
the Cathedral City Manager.
Fourth, the club must be open for

Continued on page 26

George Hardie

'lnst1tut1on not on previous Troubled Thrift List
# Institution on previous Troubled Thrift List under another name. Has
since been acquired and name changed but still on TTL.

ASSETS GAAPNW
(mil)
(mil)

GAAPCR
%

REPOS.
(mil)

PR/LOSS INTANG.
(mil)
(mil)

57 - 26.492
- 46.298
2.592
- 3 062
0.000
- 6.669 59.531
- 33221
0 000
1650 - 110.036
83
- 0.862
- 1 034
0.000
- 3 422
0 325
Closed 1/27/89 Ins Deps to Cal FS&L&New WestFS&L
22
- 9.437
- 42.273
0.048
- 0.293
0 000
32
- 1.058
- 3.276
0.696
- 1 127
0 000
81
0.529
0.650
0.000
0.301
0 000
153
0 549
0.358
1.223
- 0.570
0 427
168 - 75 126
- 44 752
3 752
3.770
0 000
129
-6.341
-4.924
2.674
-0.755
0 249
-32.520
4138
-1.192
0000
132 -42.835
81 - 63.890
- 79 260 11 930
. 3 321
0 000
13421
82.930
0.618 132.955
- 26.848 29 703
119
0.456
0 384
3 435
0 189
0 000
442
- 3.897
- 0.881
2 660
- 8.060
5 559
281
1.639
0583
1.939
0713
0000
Closed 2/10/89 Ins. Deps. to Standard PacifiC Sav.
22549 250 010
1 109 853 792
0.000
0 000
1130 - 226.836
- 20.069 36.112
- 20.199
11 735
1.200
1.253
0 000
24 . 10.222
- 43 131
37
- 1 007
- 2 748
0.394
- 0 483
0 01 7
76
- 3.442
- 4 504
0.082
- 0 192
0.289
Closed 2/10/89 - D1rect Payout
4 211
3 810
973 . 12 514
. 1 286 23 186
. 2 702
- 49 303
5 658
37 . 18.457
- 0.217
0000
24
0.229
0 961
0 000
0 153
0 341
70
-2408
-3451
3357
1 196 11 180
203
0.755
0 371
0 073
5 824
G 000
328 216 829
· t\13 027
1R 97?
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Sales promotion business goes full circle
By Bill Robinson and Bud Frankel
The following is an article as reprinted from Sales Promotion Monitor, September 1987.

The sales promotion business as
we know it today really began back
in the 1950s. We can characterize the
'50s, '60s, '70s and '80s as follows:
• The '50s were the decade of
"show." All you had to do was show
the consumer that you had a product and you sold it. So the heavy
downbeat in the '50s was on pointof-sale.
• The decade of the '60s we can call
the "tell" decade. Companies spent
50% of their revenues on advertising
to make a major impact and garner
shares in marketing.
• In the '70s, people caught on that
if you showed it and you told about
it you were successful.
• The '80s can be considered the
marketing decade, when people
discovered that there were issues
like segmentation and targeting and
needs recognition, and that there
has to be a way of differentiating
your product from the next company's product.

Promotion Planning
Marketing management has suddenly come to grips with the fact
that they are spending more money
in the non-media marketing areas
than they have ever spent before
and they are looking for professional help. The break is about 65%
non-media activity and 35% in
media. They're looking at a brand
and saying, "We're spending $4
million in advertising and we've got
this very heavy-breathing sophisticated advertising agency out there.
We're spending $10 million in nonmedia marketing, and we're leaving that in the hands of the brand
assistants- shame on us~ We've got
to use that money smarter and
better."
How can you do that? The answer
1s in PLANNING. This checklist
should help.
1. Market Situation. You must know
what's happening in the marketplace, what your client is doing,
what the competition is doing. You
have to understand the demographics, and you have to understand
the distribution.
2. Problem to be Solved. You have
to identify the problem and dig
beneath the surface to get to the
source.
3. Objective. You need to develop
specific measurable and. n.o nmeasurable objectives. At th1s time
you start asking questions. Who is
the target? What are you trying to
motivate them to do? What markets
are you talking about geographically and demographically? What
are the channels of distribution?
4. Strategies. Do they meet the
objectives?
5. Tactics. Do they support the
strategies? Do they work? Are they
practical? Are they measurable?
Are they affordable?
6. Timetable. What is the sell-in
deadline? How long will the promotion run? What is the evaluation
deadline?
1. Budget. Establish an anticipated
budget. Is there a set _li~i~? :;hat
is the estimated availability . Be

sure that you include all costs here.
8. Pre-Evaluation. How will the
promotion be evaluated? Pr etesting, market test, or consumer
groups? What audiences do you
want to test with? What are you
looking for? How will you evaluate
whether to go with the promotion
or not?
9. Post-Evaluation. How do you
manage success? The real business
is the bottom line. Was there an
increase in volume? Share? What
was the response? How was
participation?

Where Do You Go From Here?
In some ways we can say that
we're going back to the 150s ... the

point-of-sale era. The trend is
toward regionalization and away
from national marketing.
We're finding that taste, social,
economic, and political differences
are changing the selling environment. With retail scanners and
other new technology, the future of
the business is again at point-ofsale.
The promotion business has come
of age. In many cases today, we are
equal partners with the advertising
agencies. The important message is
that the client, the advertising
agency, and the sales promotion
agency plan and work together as
three partners to get the product

into the channels of distribution and
finally to the consumer.
William A. Robinson is president of
Chicago-based William A. Robinson,
Inc., a 25-year old marketing services
agency. He has written numerous
columns and books on sales promotion
as well as conducting marketing and
advertising seminars throughout the
world.
Bud Frankel, president and founder
of Frankel & Co., located in Chicago, is
one of the pioneers in the marketing
services industry with more than 30
years experience in sales and marketing. He is nationally acknowledged as
an expert on sales promotion.
Special to the Inland Empire Business
Journal by BilL Robinson, Bud Frankel, and
Sales Promotion Monitor.
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HOTEL
BUENAVISTA
Cabo San Lucas, Mexico, BC

Marlin Fishing Trip
July 12 - 16, 1989
TRIP INCLUDES: 5 Days, 4 Nites, 3 Days Fishing on 28 ft.
Cruisers, 3 meals per day, R/T air fare, LAX-San Jose Del Cabo,
R/T ground transfers, 10% hotel gratuities, 15% hotel & boat tax.
8A.JA
i

•,

Trip Cost

S77900

per person - double occupancy
Deluxe, air conditioned, view, beach bungalows.
Limited to 33 persons, 3 fishermen per boat.
Please find my deposit of $389.50 to hold my spot for the Hotel Spa
Buenavista, Cabo San Lucas Marlin & Sportfishing Trip.
Send reservation to :

A. Bordwell
Inland Empire Busines Journal
245 Fischer Ave. A-7
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
714-556-4917

Name _________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________

~-------

State ---------------------- Zip _____________.________
Home Phone

Bus. Phone - - - - - - - - - - -- -

Don't wait- Sign up now! Deposit must be received by June 20, 1989. Balance by July 1st, 1989.
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D~velopers
offer sewer fund
Conttnued from page 1
opment, were involved.
"I'm real pleased with their initial

New Magazine To
Link California Real
Estate Sellers With
Japanese Buyers
The introduction th1s month of
a new magazine designed to promote California real estate to
potential Japanese buyers has
been announced by its publisher,
Guy Torelli.
California Real Estate Guide,
with a circulation of 2500, will
feature advertisements of California real estate for sale by brokers,
owners, developers and syndicators Their Tokyo office distributes
the magazine free throughout
Japan to real estate companies,
major corporations, banks, insurance companies, and individuals.
The magazine will include all
types of real estate -- homes,
condominiums, apartment complexes, office buildings, shopping
centers, industrial buildings, and
land. It features color photographs
of each property with the description translated and typeset in
Japanese. In addition, there are
easy-to-read maps to locate each
property anywhere in California.

Stater Brothers
opens remodeled
store in Riverside
Recently Stater Brothers markets
re-opened its store on Arlington
Avenue in Riverside after a major
four-month remodeling effort. Customers will find the store fully
modernized and upgraded from a
new floor, ceiling and pastel decor
to state-of-the-art energy conservation equipment.
Jack H. Brown, Chairman of the
Board, President, and CEO stated,
"Stater Brothers is committed to
providing quality merchandise to
our customers ... and to maintaining
our position as the Number One
supermarket chain in the Inland
Empire.''
Stater Brothers will open a new
supermarket in late summer in
South La Sierra, bringing the total
number of Riverside County Stater
Brothers stores to 31.

AD DEADLINf~
f .. OR NEXT ISSUE
JUNE 8, 1989

CLASSIFIED
Employment Opportunities

*****

Freelance reporter needed to
cover business news in Moreno
Valley. Send resume to The
Public Record.! P.O. Drawer J,
Palm Desert, CA 92261.

•••

response," satd Fergus, as he desen bed EMWD Board members' first
reactions. "We ourselves have 600
acres in the LakE. v1ew Nuevo area
we'd hke to get going on."
Bill Plummer, Assistant Chief
Engineer for EMWD, stated that as
he understood the initial proposal
it would not be in the form of a loan
but rather buying capacity into
expanded or new sewerage treatment plants. "There are two ways
this is usually done," Plummer said.
"We can build a plant of 'X' amount
capacity and then offer opportunities to buy into what we call 'access
rights.' That can speed up the
process. In this case a select group

of developers has just now come to
us to build new capacity for them.
If this goes through, that's another
way thmgs can happen faster."
Plummer noted that the Sun City
and Perris plants could be expanded, while a new facilitv could
be constructed at Wincheste~r.
Eastern Municipal Water District
Board members are Dick Kelly,
Chairman, Roger Siems, Chet Gilbert, Bill Aldridge and John Coudures. Each member is elected to
a four-year term.
No Board member except Coudures was available for comment.
He called the proposal "a novel idea
but only one of many options open
to us. To the best of my knowledge
no such blending of the public and
private sectors has taken place
anywhere out here in this partie-

ular region. There are no free
lunches. I'd have to examine all of
the particulars before coming to any
decision on the matter."
Coudures' father helped create
the EMWD, and in 1951 Coudures
himself served on the Advisory
Council. He is the senior member
of the EMWD Board, now in his
sixteenth year of service.
RANP AC 's Fergus seemed by far
the most enthuisiastic about the
proposal, which Board members
will formally receive and begin
deliberation on during the week of
May 22. "The whole concept of
blended public-private projects is
exciting in and of itself," he said.
"I hope this particular project turns
out to be a profitable partnership
between the private and public
sectors."
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Tapping Overseas Market
Robert Montano
Vice President
First American Bank
You're a manufacturer of "middle market" size with $5 million to
$50 million in annual sales. Your
product has enjoyed a modicum of
success 1n the U.S. market, and
you're thinking of going international. You want to tap the overseas
market. You want to export. What
do you do?
One of the first things an exporter
must do is arrange export financing.
There are various ways to do that.
In an export transaction, as in a
domestic sale, the selling terms can
range from cash in advance to longterm financing. While most exporters - indeed, most manufacturers
- would prefer the cash in advance,
liberal terms will ensure a greater
likelihood of the sale taking place.
Offering flexible terms is among
the most effective marketing tools.
The key is to strike a balance where
the importer accepts the preferred
terms, and you, the exporter, feel
comfortable from the credit risk
and liquidity standpoints.
In exporting, besides the commercial credit risk there also is the
element of political risk; i .e .,
adverse changes in the foreign
government or inconvertibility of
the importer's local currency to
U.S. dollars. For a variety of prudent reasons, many middle market

exporters are unwilling to accept
such risk.
What to do? Fortunately, help is
available. For one thing, it may be
possible to insure your foreign
receivables against non-payment
by taking out an export credit
insurance policy with the Foreign
Credit Insurance Association
(FCIA) or other private insurance
entities. Insuring foreign receivables not only reduces risk, but can
be a liquidity enhancer, since
insured foreign receivables are
easier to borrow against or sell to
your commercial banker.
However, it must be remembered
that export credit insurance is
insurance and not a guarantee. The
policyholder must understand and
comply with the terms of the coverage in order to keep that coverage
in effect.
To arrange the financing of your
sale, it is extremely helpful to work
with a commercial bank such as
First American which has expertise
in the export finance field . The
earlier the export finance banker is
involved, the better. At the early
stages, an evaluation of the importing country can be obtained and
specific credit information on the
borrower procured. Further, the
export finance banker can give
helpful suggestions on how export
finance terms may be structured.
Structure: One important factor
in determining what financing
terms are available is the nature of

the goods themselves. Non-capital
goods items are traditionally sold on
terms up to 180 days, sometimes 360.
Capital goods items can be financed
on a medium-term basis with key
factors being the value of the export
items and the estimated useful
product life.
For short-term items, the sales
can be documented in various ways.
A relatively safe method is to sell
on a confirmed, deferred payment
letter of credit basis. While this
article is not intended to delve into
the intricacies of letter of credit,
keep in mind that a letter of credit
arrangement su bsti tu tes credit
provided by a commercial bank for
direct payment by an importer.
Exporters must remember that the
documentation and timing requirements of the letter of credit must
be strictly adhered to in order to
assure protection.
A less-safe selling method, but
one in which some degree of documentary control is maintained, is
export financing on a documentary
collection basis. Do your homework
prior to selling on this basis, especially with a new customer. In
either of the above short-term
methods, there is an excellent
chance your banker will be able to
provide financing.
For medium-term financing involving capital goods, your export
finance banker may be able to provide you with an invaluable service:
non-recourse export financing.

Under such an arrangement the
exporter would receive a commitment letter outlining th:e terms
and conditions of the financing
including availability date, tenor,
rate, fees and required form of
indebtedness.
Typically, the exporter is required to obtain promissory notes
issued by the importer, which are
sold by the exporter to the bank
once the export takes place. Thus
you, the exporter, are able to grant
medium-term financing to the
importer while simultaneously
knowing that the notes generated
upon shipment can be sold to your
export finance banker. As a result,
your own working capital can be
preserved.
In order to make the transaction
"bankable," your export finance
banker may structure the transaction in one of several ways.
If the notes are issued by a strong
buyer or an acceptable bank has
guaranteed the notes, the financing
may be done on "a forfait" basis,
basically a straightforward purchase of the note at a previously
agreed-upon purchase price. It
might be the bank needs additional
protection in order to be willing to
undertake the financing. In such a
case, export insurance or an export
credit guarantee may be obtained.
The guarantee may be obtained
from the Export-Import Bank of the
United States, which is actively
Continued on page 26
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Turnaround Medicine Can Also Be Preventive
by Rick Lamprecht
Turnaround strategies are compulsory for firms in trouble. The
greater the crisis, the more urgent
the cure. However, turnaround
strategies may be equally good
medicine for emerging companies
to prevent trouble, increase control,
and to improve profits.
How does your company rate
on each of these preven ta ti ve
strategies?
Clear Plan to Follow:
Run the business by deciding
what needs to be done. Then start
doing it. Without a plan you cannot
even get lost intelligently.
Planning is one of top management's most arduous tasks, and it
is the most important. Planning is
a task that has no end point; it is
never over. It is an activity which
is explicit, being set apart from dayto-day regular business discussion
and problem-solving.
Lead with Leadership:
Leadership without fellowship is
anarchy. Leaders can lead only as
far as followers choose to follow.
Personal character, ethics, charisma, and integrity, both inside and
away from the office weigh heavily
on whether followers commit to
follow. Bad leadership will always
overpower one's professional and
technical skills.
Realize continually that the greatest single asset of the company is
the confidence the followers have
in its leaders. Be aware of the
efficiency with which confidence is
spread from the executive
leadership.
Cash Credibility:
Cash is king, queen, prince, and
all the other royalty combined.
Preserve cash. God, save the queen~
The rental cost of cash is one of
the greatest single expenditures the
company pays. Increase resources
to improve cash inflows from
receivables. Control purchase commitments which become tomorrow's payables.
Be aware of the company thief.
These are operating expenses th~t
occur over budget. Define expenditure limits by budget line i tern:
define only one person who can
spend in each budget line item.
Good Communication:
Employees would rather work
with an organization than for an
organization.
Per Boardroom Reports, the
"feeling of being in on things,, ranks
third in a list of the ten most
important motivating factors to
employees according to the
employees. In teres tingly, ma~~gers
ranked it tenth. By contrast, good
, was ranked as the number one
pay 1 yee motivator according to
emp o
but was ranked fifth by
managers,

emplo~ee~.

vour employee's
Capitalize on .,
1 B 'ld
desire to know and to he p. Ul
t Hold frequent, regular group
trus ·.
.th all employees where
meetmgs WI .
d. logue can take
n-threatenmg 1a
.
d
no
Share your objectives an
place.

openly solicit their suggestions and
concerns. Discuss, don't preach.
You will be positively surprised by
their creativity and commitment to
become part of the solution.
Management Productivity:
Set performance objectives and
insist they be met. Hire and dehire
assertively; the enterprise is greater
than the sum of its parts. Each
unnecessary employee also carries
his 35% fringe benefit baggage.
Demonstrate your impatience
with the status quo. Insist on significant incremental improvements toward plan goals from managers in addition to their regular
task responsibilities.

Make sure the managers are
working just as hard as their subordinates are. Too often a manager's being busy is a smoke screen
around his disorganization. Being
busy reduces his guilt of being
ineffective. In the end, contribution
and performance are the only
measures.
Exception Reporting Should Be
Exceptional:
Insist on knowing what is going
on everywhere. Frequently walk
through the operation; ask lots of
questions to learn. Acknowledge
employee contribution.
Conduct your own prod uctiContinued on page 23

Rick Lamprecht

Success Story:
5 stories, to be exact.

Kline Center

proudly presents a
class1c new 90,000 sq. ft. office bulld1ng .
that 1mage-consc1ous corporate tenants w1ll
love. Immediately adJacent to Ontano
International Airport with high impact San
Bernardino freeway v1s1bility and access.
Occupancy: Late 1989. Full commiss1on
available on a pre-lease.

Kline Center:

Excellence
in office design/on-site property
management/full serv1ce execut1ve su1tes
available/300 room Clanon Hotel/Mane
Callendar's Restaurant & Lounge. All 1n all.
Ontano's Class A office env1ronment.
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Fleetwood reports
record sales

Japanese market: Opening rapidly to world products

Fleetwood E nterp rises, Inc., of
R iverside, annou nced earlier th is
~ont h record preli minary sales
figu res for its fo urt h q u arter and
full fiscal year ending April 30th.
Fleetwood sales were up approxi~ately $210 million over the prevwus year, an increase of 15 percent. Last year's sales were $1.41
billion compared to $1.62 billion for
the fiscal year just completed.
The company's recreational vehicle group topped the $1 billion
mark for the first time ever, contributing to the overall company record.
At the same time Fleetwood
announced that it would reactivate
its stock purchase program, which
has already received Board
approval.
In making the announcements,
Fleetwood President Glenn
Kummer said that, "We are
extremely pleased that our recreational vehicle group achieved its
first billion-dollar year in fiscal1989.
The longer-term outlook for RVs
looks positive, and our market share
continues to grow."
Commenting on the planned
stock repurchase, Kummer said,
"At recent prices, Fleetwood stock
IS a good value and an excellent
place to invest some of the company's available cash."
Fleetwood, a Fortune 500 Company, and the nation's leading producer of motor homes, travel trailers and manufactured housing, has
approximately 22.9 million shares of
common stock outstanding.

Most U.S. businesspeople still see
J a pan as a closed market. This
perception won't last for long. As
a T okyo residen t, I saw the J apan ese mar ket op ening ra pid ly to
foreign competition at a rate th at
suggests there will be substantial
trans f ormation of the market
within t h e next five years. The
qu estion is whether U.S. businesses
will compete, or sit on the sidelines
while these changes happen.
Of course, the traditional J apanese manufacturers, farmers and
retailers are not enthusiastic about
this transformation. But their
resistance is being overpowered by
pressure to change from politicians,
business leaders and consumers.
Economic and political pressure
felt
Leading Japanese officials in
government ministries, financ ial
institutions and industries have
recognized that protecting the
country's domestic economy is
becoming dangerous. Japan is now
the richest nation in the world, and
with that status comes new responsibilities. Japan's high visibility at
the Toronto economic summit,
combined with a pre-summit decision to open the Japanese beef and
citrus markets, provides clear evidence Japan's political leaders are
seeking a world leadership role.
In addition, they appear willing
to make the difficult domestic
changes necessary for the country
to assume that role. In recent Tokyo
interviews, Japanese business leaders have demonstrated a general
awareness that their country cannot continue to export without
accepting corresponding imports.
Pressure from consumers growing
Japanese consumers are increasingly unwilling to accept high prices
for goods as the cost for fueling the
Japanese export-driven economy.
Even though J apan has become a
rich nation, the average middleclass citizen living in a tiny condo
does not feel rich.
Traveling abroad and seeing firsthand the lower cost of goods elsewhere is adding to the discontent
of the middle class. It is one thing
to simply read in the newspaper
that foreign products are cheaper.
Personally seeing the difference in
prices in Hong Kong, Singapore,
Paris and New York, makes the
disparity harder to take. In fact,
Japanese travelers have found their
country's products to be cheaper
overseas than at home.
Japanese consumers are starting
to protest, and their government is
responding to the pressure. In a
recent report, the Japanese Economic Planning Agency confirmed
that, overall, prices for all products
in Japan are significantly higher
than prices for similar products in
all other developed countries. This
was old news. The agency went on,
however, to recommend elimination of restrictions on foreign
imports and reformation of Japan's
archaic distribution system as two

T e mecula Company
Begins use of mobile
soil decantamination
process
U .S. Waste Thermal Processing, a
Temecula-based subsidiary of U.S.
Waste Group, will begin work
immediately on a contract with
Union Oil Co. to decontaminate
fully the petroleum contaminated
soil at a Unocal station in Rancho
California.
The patented Mobile Thermal
Processor just recently completed
successful tests conducted by the
State Department of Health Services, the South Coast Air Quality
Management District, and the California Air Resources Board. It is the
only thermal processor commercially available that can both meet
the most stringent environmental
test standards while providing
on-site cost-effective soil decontamination.
The Mobile Thermal Processor
can travel quickly to any site and
be fully operational within a few
hours. Unlike other technologies
that cannot remove all contaminants economically, U .S. Waste
Thermal Processing has demonstrated that it can leave all con taminated soil completely inert, allowing it to be used safely for any future
purpose.

mean s for r educing product prices
for Japan ese consume rs.
Attitudes changing
R e t a il e r s a r e b e gi n n i n g t o
respond by providin g inexpe nsive ,
q u a li ty imported goods. In the
fashionable depar tm ent stor es on
the Ginza in Tokyo, for eign products are still confined to t he exorbitantly priced luxu ry goods section. H owever, su burban J apanese
versions of K-Mart or Sears are
increasingly providing low-cost
imported cloth ing an d electronics
from Korea, China, Taiwan and
other Asian countries. This trend is
spreading around the country.
As Japanese consumers are
exposed to foreign imports, the pace
of economic change will certainly
increase. The old excuse for the lack
of imports was that the demanding
Japanese consumer shopped for
name and quality rather than the
price. Of course, because Japanese
consumers were not given the
choice of shopping for cheaper
imported products, this myth was
not put to the test.
The introduction of lower-cost
imports in the past year has granted
Japanese consumers the opportunity to show they are like consumers
everywhere; if the price is right,
they will buy th e product, regardless of brand name or country of
origin. The housewives and single
salarymen in the suburban Tokyo
neighborhood showed little reluctance to purchase the bargain
imports that filled the shelves of our
local discount retailers. Realizing
that customers are eager to buy,
aggressive discount retailers are
working hard to provide more
imported products.
The increasing exposure of foreign products is changing the traditiona l J apanese attitude that
imported products are inherently
inferior. Consumers have fo u nd
inexpensive electronic goo d s
imported from other Asian countries to be of high quality. As a
result, the sale of those goods has
increased.
Even manufacturers' evaluation
of foreign manufactured goods is
changing. In a recent survey in
which manufacturers rated goods
produced in other Asian countries,
telephones from Taiwan, sportswear from Korea and ball-bearings
from Thailand were rated superior
in quality to their Japanese counterparts. Even more important, the
manufacturers predicted the quality of more than 40 other Asianmanufactured produ cts, ranging
from video recorders to cement,
would equal or exceed those from
Japan within the next five years.
Time to enter Japanese market
Japan is a country that operates
on consensus. Public opinion is
clearly building that the Japanese
market should be opened to foreign
goods. Once the consensus becomes
firmly settled, the rate of economic
change is likely to be swift. Any
company planning to enter the

J a panese market should be taking
steps to get in now.
Companies t hat don't act quickly
to get into the J apanese market may
be left behin d . Many U.S. companies don't seem to realize they are
competing w ith businesses from
ot h er co untries w hich are also
interested in pen etrating the Japanese market. American businesses
t hat de lay may find the niche for
their produ cts has a lready been
filled by a business fr om Taiwan or
Germany which h as established the
marketing and distribution channels for a similar product. Thus, the
U.S. business may be left at a
permanent disadvantage in the
Japanese market.
For the U.S. busi n ess that is
confident of its market opportunity
and the potential for its product in
Japan, the best method for entering
the market is to simply contact
likely prospects directly, either in
Japan or at representative offices in
the United States. " The Japan
Company Hand book " (published
by Toyo Keizai Shin posha, Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan, with correspondent
office in New York , N.Y.) is a useful
source that provides essential information about major J apanese companies, including fo r eign offices.
The hand book is available at many
pu blic libraries.

Steve Dickinson

Mr. Steve Dickinson is an attorney
with the law firm of Garvey, Schubert & Barer, which has offices in
Portland, Oregon; Seattle, Washington; and Washington, D.C. He
recently completed an assignment
to Matsuo & Kosugi, a Tokyo law
firm associated with Garvey, Schubert & Barer.
Assistance available
For most U.S. businesses, however, taking the first step toward
contacting a potential customer or
business partner is so mewhat
intimidating because of differences
in language and busin ess customs.
Fortunately, t h er e are a number of
sources of assistan ce for initiating
business contacts in J apan:
1) Many states h ave established
trade promotion offices in Japan.
These offices can provide valuable
assistance and advice concerning
the Japanese markets for products
from their state. Also, state trade
offices are often under-utilized.
2) JETRO (Japan External Trade
Organization) recently became
active in promoting trade opportun-

Continued on page 17
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The Ontario Comm Center provides its clients with state-of-the-art office technology and a
professional administrative staff to maximize productivity and efficiency while reducing costs.

D iscover The Most Advanced Executive Office Facility
I n The Nation a nd R e define Productivity and Efficiency.
Telecommunications terminal in
each suite

•

On site management

•

Conference, audio visual facilities

•

4 Line telephone

•

Luxurious lobby and lounge

•

Professional word processors.
telephone operators, and receptionist

•

Fax, photocopying, telex, electronic
mail, electronic dictation equipment

•

Video displayed telephone messages

•

" Fortune 100" Amenities Made Affordable For Small Businesses
Comm C e nters

ONTARIO COM M CEN TER
3535 Inland Empire Blvd., Ontario
Phone 941-0333
TM

Offices Of The Future

"Short-term programs available for traveling executives.
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75 Largest Employers in the Inland Empire
Continued on page 11
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{By Employees at Inland Empire Site)
Continued on page 26
N/A - Not Available
Rank

Name, Address & Telephone
Glass Contarner Oiv
1331 E. Philadelphia St . Pomona 91766
(714) 628-6081

No. of
Employees
on Site

Gross Sales
on Site
$(00000)

Total No.
Employees
Company-Wide

Gross Sales
Company-Wide
$(00000)

Nature of
Business

560

$356

73,981

$90.864

Glass Mfg.

Higher taxes not the answer to alcoholism and alcohol abuse
The March 1989 issue of the Journal of the American Medical Association reported that alcoholism and
alcohol abuse costs society 48¢ per
ounce of alcohol consumed, while
each ounce is taxed at about 23¢. The
study reported in the Journal of the
American Medical Association was
conducted by Willard Manning of
the University of Michigan and
Ennett Keeler of the Rand Corporation through a grant by the
National Center for Health Services
Research.
Every year, the article says, 7,400
people are killed by drunk drivers.
This is but a tiny percentage of the
true cost of alcoholism and alcohol
abuse. Alcoholism refers to a disease recognized by the American
Medical Association s1nce 1956 ,
while alcohol abuse refers only to
those people who occasionally drink
too much. When treatment costs of
alcoholism, lost productivity on the
job, and treatment of disturbed
family members are included, the
real cost of the misuse of alcohol
runs in to the billions.
The Journal of the American
Medical Association study noted
that cigarette smoking does not cost
society nearly as much, simply
because so many smokers die at a
relatively young age and injure
onl:y themselves.
The article goes on to argue for
a substantial increase in taxes on
alcohol to help defray the societal
cost. Many experts, however, see a
n urn ber of problems with this
proposal.
For one thing, medical research
has conclusively demonstrated that
tobacco is harmful to every smoker.
That is far from the case with
alcohol consumers. The very highest estimates of the alcoholism rate
among all drinkers is approximately 15%, although this does not
include the occasional abuser who
also con tributes to the social cost.
The truth, however, is that only
a tiny percentage of the drinking
population causes almost all of the
damage. To tax the person who enjoys a cocktail now and then, or an
occasional glass of wine with a meal,
is to put an unnecessary burden on
people who are not in any way
contributing to the problem.
The facts are these: Based on a
1983 National Academy of Sciences
Institute of Medicine study and
research results reported in Rashi
Fein's authoritative book, Alcohol
in America: The Price We Pay (Care
Institute, 1984), the total annual cost
of alcoholism and alcohol abuse is
somewhere between $83 billion and
$120 billion. The different figures
reflect divergent ways of calculating the costs. For example, the
indirect costs in terms of time lost
from work and reduced productivity while on the job, resulting
from heavy drinking, are difficult
to calculate. Equally difficult to
determine are, for example, property loss and the cost of incarcer-

ating the alcoholic criminal. But,
whichever study you look at, the
economic cost of alcoholism and
alcohol abuse, to say nothing of the
emotional cost, is somewhere in the
neighborhood of $100 billion dollars
a year nationally.
Who runs up that cost in California? The answer is about 84,500
problem drinkers, or, to put it
another way, just 6.5% of the 1.3
million Californians who drink on
a fairly regular basis.
At present, California alcohol
excise taxes generate about $130
million per year, all of which goes
into the general fund. California has
taxed beer at 4% since 1959 and
distilled spirits at $2.00 per gallon
since 1967. Wine has been taxed at
1¢ per bottle since 1937.
It is true that other states have
much higher alcohol excise taxes.
Flonda, for example, taxes distilled
spirits at $6.50 per gallon. The
national average is $3.33.
Perhaps the taxes on alcohol
consumption should be increased
somewhat. We take no stand on that
issue.
What we do want to stress is that
almost all of the economic and social
damage done by drinking is done by
a very small percentage of the
population who are true alcoholics.
They have a medically recognized
disease which requires prompt
detection and treatment.
More and more companies, for
example, have implemented
Employee Assistance Programs
(EAP) to identify and refer to
treatment the alcoholic employee.
There is much, much more, however, that private companies can do
in this area. Most group health insurance plans cover alcoholism
treatment, so there is no excuse
for a manager or co-worker ignoring an obviously alcohol-abusing
employee.
Alcoholism is also a family disease, in at least two senses. The
family is seriously affected by the
alcoholic's drinking, and they tend
to deny the alcoholism even under
the most obvious circumstances.
But, when family members go and
seek help, usually the alcoholic
follows into treatment. So part of
the answer is encouraging the
family to act. Most group health
plans, by the way, cover psychological treatment of family members
as well.
Finally, and California has already begun an excellent prevention program, we need to educate
small children very early in life
about the dangers of alcohol misuse.
Medical science is now on the brink
of proving conclusively that the
tendency to become addicted to
alcohol is genetically based. Especially those children whose families
have a history of alcoholism need
careful education and counseling
early on to warn them of the highrisk of their becoming addicted to
alcohol them selves.

In summary, liquor taxes may or
may not need to be raised. But let
us not kid ourselves. The staggering
cost of alcohol abuse will diminish
only when enough alcoholics have
been identified and are successfully
recovering from their illness.

If alcohol taxes sh ould be raised
the additional reven ue would best'
be spent on treatment and prevention programs. The alcoh ol problem
will never go away until we effectively deal with the disease of
alcoholism.

COMMENTARY

Public + Private

Balance

by Robert Kemp
The first American to win the Nobel Prize for Economics, Paul
Samuelson of M.I.T., has labelled our economy as "mixed ," meaning that
the United States has struck a balance between the public and private
sectors. Ownership, innovation and management are, according to
Samuelson, more or less equally divided between government and private
enterprise.
One wonders, however, if the balance has shifted too far toward
government. This question is especially relevant to the Inland Empire
as we experience unprecedented growth. As Senator Presley puts it
so well in the interview with him in this issue, we are becoming a
metropolitan area in our own right. Where better to redress the balance
between the private and the public sectors than right here in a r egion
in the process of creating a new metropolis within Southern California?
A front page story in our April issue covered the plans by governmental
, agencies to build eventually a commuter rail system linking central
Orange County with Ontario, Riverside, and San Bernardino. The public
sector plan is to find a way to use the Sante Fe Railroad righ t-of-way.
But what if a private company (or companies) bought that right-of-way
and built the commuter line itself? The proposed bullet train between
the Santa Ana-Anaheim area and Las Vegas is, after all, the brainchild
of a Japanese company.
A fran t-page story in this issue of the Journal reports on the efforts
by a consortium of private developer and construction companies to fund
the sewerage facilities necessary to build new homes in eastern Riverside
County. Here again it is the private sector taking the initiative.
Early in the 1830's a young French aristocrat, Alexis de Tocqueville,
spent two years touring the new United States of America . His
monumental treatise, Democracy in America, is still arguably the best
commentary on American character, society, politics and economics. The
dimension of American life which most impressed de Tocqu eville was
the vigor of its private sector. "Wherever in France you find the
government or a man of rank in England," he wrote, "in America you
will always find a private voluntary group at the head of a new enterprise."
Perhaps the Inland Empire now has the opportunity to demonstrate
once again the creativity and dynamism of the private sector.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
Dear Inland Empire Busines
Journal:
Opportunity ... What better resource can a City provide to the business
professional actively seeking the opportunity to succeed? The City of
Rancho Cucamonga provides tremendous opportunity to business -opportunity born of careful, visionary planning.
Recognizing that a clean slate in Rancho Cucamonga is on e of our
greatest assets, we have created a dynamic General Plan which promotes
an environment highly conducive to economic growth, but which
safeguards the value of existing investments in the local economy. This
General Plan is the tool that ensures that we achieve a balance in
development; a balance that provides equally for the needs of residents
and business people.
Results of our efforts indicate that we are beginning to achieve our
goal. The City has been recognized by the Center for the Continuing
Study of the California Economy twice as a leader in balanced growth.
Thousands of new residents h ave been attracted to th e community by
our quality, yet affordable housing. The City has on e of the highest
household income levels in San Bernardino Cou nty, and n ew commercial
development is underway to meet this increased demand.
There are many examples of quality commercial development occuring
in the City incl uding the specialty center currently under construction
at the Thomas Brothers Winery site, the Terra Vista Towne Centre (a
71 acre community commercial center), and the Victoria Gardens Mall
(a 100 acre regional shopping center).
Rancho Cucamonga is a young, vibrant city with man y opportunities
for success. With careful planning and hard work, its success is inevitable.
Join us.
Sincerely,
Dennis L. Stout
Mayor
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Senator Robert Presley- he chairs
the State Senate Appropriations Committee
which hears about 2,000 bills yearly
State Senator Robert Presley is a very busy
man, but he relishes every minute of it. You
can feel his excitement as he talks about his
work. He is in his element. Problem-solving is
his passion.
His workload is staggering, enough to keep
four men occupied. Ninety-two percent of all
senate bills go through Appropriations, even if
the legislation is intended to save, not spend
money. " I haven't seen one of those in a few
years," th e Senator chuckles.
As if that w ere not enough, Se nator Presley
chairs the Senate Select Committee on Children
and Youth and the Joint Committee on Prison
Construction and Operations. In the past he has
served as Chairman of the S e n ate Natural
Resources and Wildlife Comm1ttee, and he
currently is a m e mber of four other committees;
Judiciary , Local Government, Agriculture and
Water Resources.
A World War II Combat veteran, with over
125 days of front line duty , he was awarded the
Bronze star for heroic achievement in action
while serving with the 5th Army in Italy.
Senator Presley has received the highest honors
from groups concerned about the issues on
which he has worked since he was first elected
to the State Senate in 1974. The National
Assembly of Governmental Employees named
him one of Ten Outstanding State Legislators
across the country. In 1982, the Sierra Club
honore d him with their First Annual Distinguished Legislative Achievement Award. A
graduate of the FBI National Academy in
Washington, D .C., Senator Presley has several
times been honored as Legislator of the Year
by the California Peace Officers Association and
other statewide associations as well.
Senator Presley is a man of national reputation who devotes himself to serving and leading
the people of his district and t~r?ughout
California. He holds a firm conviction that
legislators should lead, guide, and edu~ate ~heir
constituents, as well as represent their wishes
and interests.
The Inland Empire Business Journal recently
interviewed Senator Presley from his office in
Sacramento.
Inland Empire Business Journal (IEBJ):
"Sen a tor Presley , what do you an~ your
constituents see as the major issues facmg the
Inland Empire today?"
.
Sen. Presley: "Our number one problem. ~s
growth -- fast growth. Growth is good ~~d Its
bad. It creates jobs and new comm~mtles of
people and drives commerce, but If growth
occurs too fast, it brings all sorts of pro?lems
that we cannot hope to solve in some ul~n:nate
sense. Realistically, our goal has to be to mitigate
their effects."
h
IEBJ: "Could you be more specific a.bout t ese
problems, ~nd, p~rhaps, ran~,them m order of
their seventy or Importance.
d th t
Sen Presley: "Yes, I think I ca~ . o . a .
Tra~s ortation is more and more a cnticaltssue
all ov~r the state, but especially ir: th.e ~nlan~
.
We have an imbalance m JO ~ an
~:~~~~. The less costly hou~ing has be~n m ~~~
Inland Empiret, V:nhi~o~h~~~~~e~a~~d
the most par ' I

e~~~nge

County. The situation has gotten so critical, that
the Riverside County voters recently approved
a one-half cent sales tax increase by almost 80%
of the votes cast suggesting that people realize
they are going to have to do something about
inadequate transportation, and that they are
willing to pay for it.
"Then we come to the question of education.
People keep coming to the Inland Empire, and

Bunker Hill basin near San Bernardino. A high
percentage of our Riverside County water
comes from Bunker Hill between Redlands and
San Bernardino. There are fertilizer pollutants,
and Norton Air Force Base has dumped a lot
of toxic waste into our water."
IEBJ: "Won't the Norton shutdown alleviate
this?"
has already been
Sen. Presley: "The

Growth is a given. We have to live with it. We can ~ither plan it carefull! an? intelligently on
a regional basis, or we can end up with the confuswn, overlap and deterwratwn we have seen
happen elsewhere. -Senator Robert Presley.
they have families . We can't build schools fast
enough to keep up with the school-age population. The reason we have done as well as we
have has been through General Obligation
Bonds, which the voters have supported, but
since, for most people, there is a psychological
barrier at $1 billion, we have been doing it $800
million to $900 million at a time. Now this is
to build the schools. Then we have to face the
whole question of hiring enough qualified
teachers to staff the schools.
"Third, there's the problem of crime. People
in my district are very concerned, and for very
good reason. For example, we tend to think of
gang activity as something limited to Los
Angeles and certain isola ted parts of Orange
County. That is not true anymore. For a couple
of years now we have had a very noticeable rise
in gang activity in our area, stii?u~ated, no
doubt, by the increase in drug traff1ckmg.
"Fourth, there is air pollution. We 've done a
lot to reduce smog through the Southern
California Air Quality Management District
(SCAQMD), but all the tests show that. we are
barely keeping abreast now, and that ~~ about
it. There are just more and more cars usmg our
roads and additional industry continues to move
into the basin.
"And, finally, there's the issue of water and
water quality . At this point, while we're all
concerned about the water table and a plentiful
supply of water, what is a real concern is that,
as the water table rises, it brings pollutants,
fertilizers and pesticides, for example, into our
area and threatens the huge underground

done. It is a question of getting the federal
government to clean up a mess it has already
made."
IEBJ: "What is being done or ought to be done
about all of these problems, and of course, others
not mentioned?
Sen. Presley: "Well, first of all, we're up against
some roadblocks. For one thing, there is the
Gann Spending limit of 1979, which puts a cap
on state spending based on a formula of
population and inflation. Ten years later, it is
now very unrealistic. Many of these problems
will require public expenditures. We have
100 000 new California students entering our
sch,ools every year. People, quite understandably, want to see all criminals behind bars, but
our prisons are pushing capacity right now .
"What we need is not a repeal for the Gann
Spending Limit, but rather a modifica.tion o~ it,
making it more flexible and, perhaps, mcl~dmg
the percentage of personal income growth m the
adjustment formula. That would allow us to do
so much more before the problems get worse.
"At the state level, we should have an increase
in the gas tax. If the problem is congested
freeways, roads and highways, then what purer
user tax could there be? That has been the
historic way of dealing with such matters. It is
a lot more cost-efficient than going into debt
such as bonds for transportation purposes.
Unfortunately, the Governor wants to put that
issue directly to the people, and I am pessimistic
about the results. A 10-cent increase in gas tax
will probably pass out of both the Senate a~d
the Assembly, but I doubt if the Governor will

Continued on page 24
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DON'T

Industrial Space-

- ~

MAIL IT!

Bldg. Name
Address
City, Zip

I

13602 12th Street
Ch1no 91710
13730 Central Avenue
Chlno91710

Business To
Business Sales

L1ncoln D1stnct Center
13850 Central Avenue
Chmo 91710

UNTIL YOU TALK TO US!
We Produce the BEST Mailing Lists
Selected • Local • National

C::i

14450 Central Avenue
Ch1no 91710
5051 · 5053 Ed1son Avenue
Ch1no 91710
Twm Oaks Bus1ness Park
4401 · 75 Eucalyptus Avenue
Chmo 91710

Call Now for a Free
Market Planner
(213) 422-6522
Contacts lnfluentiall'ri?//'V.=-r-

-

Marketing Information Services
12541 Brookhurst St., Suite 206
Garden Grove, CA 92640

-

14095 Laurelwood Place
Ch1no 91710

Send me your FREE MARKET PLANNER

Name·
Company:
Address:
Ctty·
State:
Phone: (

Zip:
)

15066 La Palma Dnve
Chmo 91710
14055 Laurelwood Place
Chmo91710

,--------------------------1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I

Stewart/Ch1no Ind. Park Ph II
4550-4590 Eucalyptus Avenue
Chino 91710
Stewart/ C,hino Ind. Park Ph I
4550·4590 Eucalyptus Avenue
Chino91710
Ra1l Center
5060 Eucalyptus Avenue
Ch1no 91710

IEBJ

I
I
1
I
I
1
I
I1
I

·--------------------------1

BEHIND
EVERY
PRETTY FACE
When people take a look at one of our portable display systems. we feel
very good. The design is clean with lots of flexibility. We feel even better
when they admire our structure. It's a h1gh performance piece of hardware.
And 1t moves w1th speed and efficiency.

5002 Lmdsay Court
Ch1no 91710
13520 Monte V1sta Avenue
Ch,no91710
13626 Monte V1sta Avenue
Chmo91710
4802 Murneta Street
Chmo 91710
4840 Murneta Street
Chmo 9t710

r-

4850 Murneta Street
Chmo91710
4880 Murneta Street
Chmo 91710

STATE

ZIP

1-

13851 ·53 Ramona Avenue
Chmo 91710

- MaJeStic Spectrum

451 0·4590 Schaefer
Chmo 91710
Sycamore Street Park
13955 Sycamore Way
Chmo
1-Los Serranos lndustnal Park
15142 V1sta Del R1o Avenue
Chmo
Yorba lndustnal Center
13901 · 51 Yorba Ave Bldg 1· 3
Chmo 91710
Beech lndustnal Center
8241 ·8296 Beech Street
Fontana 92335

14546·60 Hawthorne Court
Fontana 92335
Jasm1ne lndustnal Park
10911 Jasm1ne Place
Fontana 92335
13055 Jurupa Avenue
Fontana 92335
Marlay D1stnbut1on Center
12925 Marlay Avenue
Fontana 92335
Fontana D1stnbullon Center II
13170 Marlay Avenue
Fontana 92335

PHONE

For more mformat10n or a demonstration. call or write .

r-

CA 800-843-3533

U.S.A. 800-222-6838

818-967-1594

FAX #818-966-4067

104,531 Sq Ft
1 bu1ld1ng
1987
20,000 Sq Ft
1 building
1978
302,166Sq Ft
1 bu1ld1ng
1987
60 ,480 Sq Ft
1 build1ng
1985
99,645 Sq Ft
1 build1ng

S0.28 Net
S38 00
1 6/1,000 Sq Ft
SO SO Net

Mike Daley
AlP Commercial Brokerage
(71 4)553·1000
M1ke Daley/ Maury Panza
AlP Commercial Brokerage
(71 4)553·1000
Sk1p Chandler/ Steve Nelson
Coldwell Banker
(81 8)810·7600
Allen Buchanan/ Doug Earnhart
Lee & Associates
(71 4)647-9100

-

%of Office
Availability

SO 28·0 30 Net
99,000 Sq Ft.
1 0/1 ,000 Sq Ft

20/1,000Sq Ft.
S0.30 Net
2 0/1,000 Sq Ft.

255,285 Sq Ft
3 bu1ldmgs
1988
85,000 Sq Ft
4 bu1ldmgs
1988

SO 27·0.33 Net
33,955 Sq Ft.
2 5/1, 000 Sq. Ft
85,000 Sq . Ft.
2 0/1,000 Sq Ft
SO 35·0 38 Net

95,310 Sq Ft
5 bu1ld1ngs
1988
43.838 Sq Ft
1 build1ng
1987

J1m Ogle M1ke Hefner
Daum Johnstown Amerrcan
(71 4)980·1234
Zane Anderson
Cap1tal lndustnal Propert1es
(714)996·2001

20.000 Sq Ft
$0 34 Net
1 bu1ld1ng
1984
2 0 1,000 Sq Ft
-$0 32 Net
58.657 Sq Ft
$31.00
1 bu1ld1ng
1984
2 0 1.000Sq Ft
SO 30 Net
58.657 Sq Ft
$31 00
1 bulidmg

Zane and Roger Anderson
Cap1tal Propert1es
(714)996-2001
J1m Ogle
64 100 Sq Ft
1 bu1ldmg
Daum Johnstown Amencan
(714)980·1234
1987
Bob McComber Bob McCubbm 41 454 Sq Ft
E D I Realty Inc
1 bu1ld1ng
1988
(714)996·9700
Bob McComber Bob McCubbm 89.000 Sq Ft
E D I Realty Inc
1 bulld1ng
(714)996·9700
1988
Bob McComber Bob McCubbin
E D I Realty Inc
(71 4)996·9700
Bob McComber Bob McCubbin
E D I Realty Inc
(714)996· 9700

42.051 Sq Ft
1 bu1ld1ng

- -

Maury Panza M1ke Daley
AlP Commerc1al Brokerage
(714)553·1000
Maury Panza
AlP Commerc1al Brokerage
(714)553·1000
Reaume & Harns
Grubb & ElliS
(714)983·4565
Jack M Langson K1m Snyder
Investment Bu1ldmg Group
(71 4)752·7600
T Evans/D Longo 'Tmgler
Coldwell Banker
(818)81 0·6444
Scott Brown
Grubb & Ell1s
(71 4)983-4565
__
T Evans/D Longo
Coldwell Banker
(818)986-2525
Dave Consan1/Gerry Harvey
Coldwell Banker
(714)788·3705
Evans Longo Gerac1
Coldwell Banker
(818)810·6444
Esnard/Longo.Evans
McWilliams
Coldwell Banker
(818)810·6400
T Evans/G Esnard D Longo
Coldwell Banker
(818)810·6444

16,000 Sq Ft
20/1,000Sq Ft.
$0 30 Net
$40 00
2 0 1 .000 Sq Ft

106 890 Sq Ft
1988
32.384 Sq Ft
4 bu1ld1ngs
1988
51 063 Sq Ft
5 bu1ldmgs
1988
138.467 Sq Ft
4 bu1ld1ngs
1988
61.875 Sq Ft.
5 bu1ldmgs
1988
90.483 Sq Ft.
6 bu1idmgs
1988
175.000 Sq Ft
3 bu1ld1ngs
535.000 Sq Ft
3 buildings
1988
41.816Sq Ft
6 bu1ldmgs
1987
23.285 Sq Ft
1 bu1ld1ng
255.000 Sq Ft
3 bu1ld1ngs
1988
SO.OOO Sq Ft
8 bu1ld1ngs
1987
273,400_S
_q_ F_
t 1 bu1ldmg
1988
255,689 Sq Ft
1 bu1ldmg
1988

43,838 Sq Ft
S~'o

20,000 Sq Ft

---58.657 Sq Ft
-----l

58.657 Sq Ft

32,050 Sq Ft
201000SqFt
SO 32 Net
$42 00
41 454 Sq Ft
2.0 1,000 Sq _F_t_ _
$0 33 Net
5•.
56.000 Sq Ft
2 0 1.000Sq Ft
$0 32 Net
$40 00

-

-

$0 33 Net
$42 00
2 1 1.000 Sq Ft.
$0 34 Net

- -- - - - 4
23.530 Sq Ft

20 700 Sq Ft

7•.
23.530 Sq Ft

20 1.000sq ft
$0 27 Net
$38 50
2 0 1.000 Sq Ft
$0 35 Net

106.890 Sq Ft

to•.
9.240 Sq Ft

2 0 1 000 Sq Ft
SO 35 Net
2 0 1 000 Sq Ft
138.467 Sq Ft
2 0 1 000 Sq Ft
$56 00 59 50
2 0 1.000 Sq Ft
$0 34 Net
$45 00
2 0 1,000 Sq Ft

to•.

61.875 Sq Ft

14 408 Sq Ft

-

SO 25 Net

175.000 Sq Ft
2 0. 1 000 Sq Ft
$0 28 Net
535.000 Sq Ft
2 0 1,000 Sq Ft
SO 35 Net

12.363 Sq Ft

2 0 1.000Sq Ft
$0 40 Net
$53 68
2.0 1,000 Sq Ft
$0 27·0 30 Net

23 285 Sq Ft

255.000 Sq Ft
$0 35 Gross
$37 00
1 q_ 1.000 Sq Ft
$
-,-0 26 Net
$32 50
2 0/1,000 Sq
....:._ Ft
$0 26 Net

3 000 Sq Ft

·273,400 Sq Ft

___

255,689 Sq Ft
1 0 1,000 Sq Ft

22.800 Sq Ft
2 bu1ldmgs
$37 00
1988
___
2_0 1,000Sq Ft

22.800 Sq Ft

33,000 Sq Ft
1 bu1ld1ng
80.048 Sq Ft
1 bu1ldmg
1988
204.630 Sq Ft
1 bu1ldmg
1988

3 5/1,000 Sq. F
_ t_ _ _ _ - - - - t
SO 28 Net
80 .048 Sq Ft
$39 50
1 3 1.000 So Ft
$0 27 Net
204.630 Sq Ft
1 0 1,000 Sq Ft

-----,----t 53.104 Sq Ft $0 26 Net
1 buildmg
1987
308.468 Sq Ft

153,104 Sq Ft

$0 28·0 32 Net
308.468 Sq Ft
1 3 1.000 S:.cqc....:....:Ft:___ _ _ __

-1

11371· 445 Pac1f1c Avenue
Fontana 92335

Dave Consan1 Gerry Harvey
Cold well Banker
(714)788·3705

1988
74.423 Sq Ft
2 bu1ldmgs
1988

so 30·0 32 Net

11440 Pac1f1c Avenue
Fontana 92335

Dave Consan1
Coldwell Banker
(714)788·3777

136,384 Sq Ft
1 bu1ld1ng
1988

$0 28 Ne:
136,384 Sq Ft
$35 00
1.5!1.00.:.0..::S::!
q.....:F_t:_ _ _ _ __ _,

Dave Consan1
Coldwell Banker
(714)788·3777

85,864 Sq Ft
1 bu1ld1ng
1988

$36 00
1 5 1.000:::.::..:S:::qL:...
Ft: ___ _ _ __

Jan1ce Good
Johnson & Good Brokerage
(714)949·9851

600.000 Sq Ft
1 build1ng
1945

11710 Pac1flc Avenue
Fontana 92335
---13230 San Bernard1no Avenue
Fontana 91763

I

$0 27 Net

23.530 Sq Ft
$0 33 Nel
1 bulldmg
1988
__ _ 21 1.000Sq Ft

Bob McComber Bob McCubbm 20,700 Sq Ft
E D I Realty Inc
1 bu1ld1ng
(714)996·9700
1988
23.530 Sq Ft
J1m Moodey
1 bu1ldmg
The Seeley Company
(818)964·2225
1988

Maury Panza
AlP Commerc1al Brokerage
(714 )553·1 000
Maury Panza
AlP Commercial Brokerage
(714)553·1000
M1ke Daley
AlP Commerc1al Brokerage
(714)553·1000

104,531 Sq Ft.

20,000 Sq Ft

Allen Buchanan/ Doug Earnhart
Lee & Assoc1ates
(714)647·9100
Maury Panza M1ke Daley
AlP Commerc1al Brokerage
(714)553·1 000

9767 M1ller Avenue
Fontana9t761

~----------

738 Arrowgrand Circle, Covina, CA 91722

Mike Daley/ Maury Panza
AlP Commerc1al Brokerage
(71 4)553·1000
Ken Waters
Lee & Assoc1ates
(71 4)989-7771
Ed Pettet
Carpenter & Assoc1ates
(71 4)752·8556

rso

11591 Etiwanda Avenue
Fontana 92335

CITY

Rent
Sale Price
Parking

S1d Osborn Arman Gourd1k1an
Cushman & Wakef1eld
(714)980 7778
J1m Moodey
The Seeley Company
(714)595·5705
J1m Moodey
The Seeley Company
(714)595·5705
Walt Chenoweth Bill Payne
Coldwell Banker
(818)810·6444
Walt Chenoweth William Payne
361 0·3650 Placentia Court
Coldwell Banker
Chmo 91710
(818)81 0·6444
---James T Moodey
East S1de Ramona Avenue Btwn The Seeley Company
Schaefer Chmo
(818)964· 2225
Chmo 91710

NAME

ADDRESS

Total Sq. Ft.
#of Bldgs.
Year Built

13800 Norton Avenue
Chmo917t0
10aks Bus1ness Park
13801 4 t O<fks Lane
Chmo 91710
~ks Busmess Park
13851 · 91 Oaks Lane
Chmo 91710
Center lndusi~;-al Park
Placent1a Ct & Walnut Ave
Ch1no 91710
1-----

13101 Dahlia Street
Fontana 92335

COMPANY

Agent

$40 00·42.00
20 1,000Sq Ft

$0 27 Net
20 1,000Sq Ft

74,423 Sq Ft

600.000 Sq. Ft

'1
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Chino and 0
Bldg. Name
Address
City, Zip

Agent

ar1o

The History of Tenant Representation
By Scott C. Grubert

Total Sq. Ft.
#of Bldgs.
Year Built

Rent
Sale Price
Parking

118.018 Sq Ft
1 bu1ld1ng
1984

$0 26 Net

Evans Longo Gerac1
McWilliams
Coldwell Banker
(818)81 0· 6444
San Seva1ne Bus1ness Park
Consan1 Donnelly
San Sevame Way E 0 Etiwanda Coldwell Banker
M1ra Lorna 91752
(714)788 3705

172 800 Sq Ft
1 bu1ldmg

$0 26 Net

544 .318 Sq Ft
5 bu1ldmgs
1988

$0 30-0 35 Net
$39 00-45 00

458 ,926 Sq Ft

M1ke Daley Maury Panza
3885 Wabash Dnve BU1Id1ng 1110 AlP Commercial Brokerage
M1ra..Loma
(714)553·1000
Benson Busmess Park
Sus1e Ma1011
1501 1589 9th Street
Benson Bus mess Park
(714)863 -9901
Montclair 91763

90 835 Sq Ft
$37 00

90 ,835 Sq Ft

Eastmont Bus1ness Park
5600 Bloct.. Arrow H1ghway
Montcla1r 91763

41 020 Sq Ft
4 bUIIdmgs
1976

Chuck Belden M1ke Chavez
Cushman & Wakefield
(714)980 7788

13414 Slover Avenue
Fontana 92335
M1ra Lorna Space Center
3401 Etiwanda Avenue
M1ra Lorna 91752

Enn Lagomarsmo
The Mart1n Compan1es
(714)391 1495
State Street lndustnal Park
Tom Colt
10720 Central. 5205· 5245 State AlP Commerc1al Brokerage
Montcla1r 91763
(714)944-5000

%of Office
Availability

50,818 Sq Ft
2 0 1,000 Sq Ft

30.000 Sq Ft
2 bu1ld1ngs
1984

48.256 Sq Ft
6 bulldmgs
1983

129,600 Sq Ft

$0 49-0 85 Gross

so~.

3 .700 Sq Ft
3 0 1,000 Sq Ft
$0 40 Gross
2 0 1 .000 Sq Ft_
$0 .35 Gross
7,996 Sq Ft.
2 0 1 000 Sq Ft

Freeway Busmess Ctr Ph I
Greg Ashw1ll
144.368 Sq Ft
SEC A1rport and Kenenng Dnve Ashw111 Hawkms
7 bu1ld1ngs
$45 00-49 50
Otailo91764
(714)861 · 6666
1988
2 0 1,000 Sq Ft
A1rport Commercentre
Santoro Evans Longo Esnard 278 470 Sq Ft $0 28-0 33 Net
4000 A1rport Dr & 301 · 401-501
Coldwell Banker
4 bu1ldmgs
Doubleday
(714)986-2525
1987
20 1,000Sq Ft
Ontano 91 764
General Amencan Bus Ctr
4100 4 500 A1rport Dnve
Ontano 91764

He1m Anderson Kron1ck
Cushman & Wakef1eld
(714)980-7788
Len Santoro Walt Arnngton
Coldwell Banker
(714)986-2523

4335-4435 A1rport Dnve
Ontano 91764
M1ll1ken A1rport Center
4422 E A1rport Dnve
Ontano 91764
Leed Ontano Ill
4451 -4601 A1rport Dnve
Ontano 91764

Evans Longo Santoro Esnard
Coldwell Banker
( 818)81 0-6444

4651 4671 A1rport Dnve
Ontano 91764

Longo Evans Santoro Esnard
Coldwell Banker
(714)986-2_225
D Consan1 G Harvey
Coldwell Banker
(714)788-3705

Pac1f1c Gate
4850 Airport Dnve
Ontano 91 764

B1IIHe1m
Cushman & Wakef1eld
(714)980-7788

-

---

SEC A1rport Dr & Rockefeller
Ave
Ontano 91730
Baker lndustnal Park
1675 Baker Avenue
Ontano 91764

1950 Baker Avenue
Ontano 91 764
Baker Lew1s D1stnbut1on
2090 Baker Avenue
Ontano 91764
2311 Baker Avenue
Ontano 91764
Paragon Bus1ness Center
4201 -4205 Bnckell
Ontano 91761
4260 & 4202
-E-a s-t"""
B-nckell
4260 & 4202 E Bnckell
Ontano 91764
Vogellnd Park Phase I. II
4501-4582 Bnckell Pnvado
Ontano 91 764

Len Santoro
Coldwell Banker
(714)986-2525

148 .799 Sq Ft
5 bu1ld1ngs
1989
79.000 Sq Ft
6 bUildingS
1984

63 .500 Sq Ft
4 bu1ldmgs
1988

M1ke Wolfe Len Santoro
Coldwell Banker
(714)986-2525
Randy Hertel William Renw1ck
The Seeley Company
(714)595-5705
Earnhart H1mes Earnhart
Lee & ASSOCiates
(714)989-777 1
Kron1ck Gourd1k1an Chavez
Cushman & Wakef1eld
(714 )980· 7788
Bob Andrews B1ll He1m
Cushman & Wakefield
(714)980-7788

29.608 Sq . Ft
2 bUildingS
1986

Carl Raser
Carl Raser
(818)965 -8333

85.522 Sq Ft
1 bu1ldmg
1988
66.876 Sq Ft
1 bu1ld1ng
132 771 Sq Ft
12 buildings
1987
74 .976 Sq Ft
2 bu1ldmgs
1988
168.764Sq Ft
6 bUIIdmgs
1988
60 000 Sq Ft
1 bU1Id1ng

---

.EM

(714)986-2525
Shawn Murphy
Coldwell Banker
(
)
_
714 788 3777

--

144 368 Sq Ft

237 828 Sq Ft

$0 34-0 36 Net

Robb1ns Burney
Oaum Johnstown Amencan
1009 W Brooks
(714)980- 1234
Ontano 91764
40.351 Sq Ft
Campus Center Bus Park Ph I - Corngan . Robb1ns Burney
4 bu1ldmgs
Daum Johnstown Amencan
SEC Campus and Franc1s
1988
(714)385~01
Ontano 91730
22 250 Sq Ft
Dav1d Hams Ron Blakeslee
1 bU1Id1ng
Grubb & Ellis
1705 S Campus Avenue
1983
(714)983-4565
Ontano 91764
244.260 Sq Ft
M Wolfe W Arnngton
A1rport Centre Phase I and II
16 bu1ldmgs
Coldwell Banker
1501 -31 Carlos Ave 2020-41
1988
(714)986-2525
Locust
Ontano 91764
143.628 Sq Ft
Ontano lndustnal Park
Enc Burney
7 bu1ld1ngs
S S Cedar St at August Ct
Daum Johnstown Amencan
1986
Ontano91764
(714)980- 1234
387 216 Sq Ft
Leed Ontano v Santa Ana ~T Evans D Longo L Santoro
1 build1ng
1001 Doubleday Avenue
Coldwell Banker
1988
Ontano 91764
( 818)81 0-6444
81.670 Sq Ft
Stache
Evans
Longo
M1ll1ken Bus1ness Park
2 bu1ldmgs
McWilliams
NWC Dupont and Greystone
1988
Coldwell Banker
Ontano91761
152 132 Sq Ft
Santoro
Esnard
Evans
Longo
Commerce Pomte
4 bu1ld1ngs
Coldwell Banker
SEC Oupont and Lowell
1988
(714)906-2525
Ontano 91764
275
169 Sq Ft
He1m Hull . Hasbrouck
500 Dupont Bu1ld1ng
1 bUilding
Cushman & Wakefield
500 Dupont Street
1987
(714)980-7788
Ontano
42.500 Sq Ft
J1m Bowman
1 buildmg
701 S Dupont Street
J W Lew1s Company
1988
Ontano
(714)522-7700
_
---Evans / Longo Santoro Esnard 175.240 Sq Ft
1 build1ng
850 S Dupont Street
Coldwell Banker
1987
Ontano
(714)986-2525
_
Evans Longo Esnard Santoro 151 ,824 Sq Ft
1 bUilding
1050 Dupont Street
Coldwell Banker
1987
Ontano 91761
(818)810-6444
Legacy Busmess Center
B1ll He1mi Chuck Belden
4 buildmgs
400-700 Etiwanda
Cushman & Wakef1eld
1988
Ontano 91764
(714)980- 7788
576,480 Sq Ft
Etiwanda D1stnbut10n Center
Evans Longo Santoro
2 bu1ldmgs
1000-1100 S Etiwanda Avenue Arnngton
1988
Coldwell
Banker
Ontano 91764
(714)906-2525
250,248 Sq Ft
Airport D1str~ Center - H-;m1 bu1ld1ng
SWC Etiwanda & A1rport
Cushman & Wakefield
1989
Ontano91764
(714)980-7788
-576.480 Sq Ft
EI,wanda lndustnal Center 11Mrmgton Longo Santoro /
2 bU1Id1ngs
SWC Etiwanda and Santa Ana
Evans
k
1988
Coldwell Ban er
Ontano917 6 1
( 714 ) 9 86-2525
___ _
_
- ---/Harvey consan11 221,695 Sq Ft
Longo Evans
3 bu1ld1ngs
Et1wanda lndustnal Center I
11
NWC Et1wanda and Santa Ana
~~r~~e~l Banker
1988
Ontano 91764
p
Sierra Business ark
1504 Franc1s Street
Ontano 91764

.

s•.

148,799 Sq Ft
2 0 1,000 Sq _
Ft_ _
so 48-0 77 Net
so•.
25.000 Sq Ft
4~00Sq Ft_
88 ,035 Sq Ft
$0 28 Net
1 build1ng
88,035 Sq Ft
1988
2 0 1,000 Sq Ft
133 100 Sq Ft $0 35 Net
3 bu1ld1ngs
85.399 Sq Ft
1988
2 6 1,000 Sq...:.F..:.
t __
58 010 Sq Ft
$0 34 Net
2 build1ngs
$44 00
32,711 Sq Ft
19~
2 5 1,000Sq Ft
149 406 Sq Ft $0 28 Net
149.406 Sq Ft
1 bu1ldmg
1988
2_9 1.000S
=-q~Ft:___ _
51 ,333Sq Ft
14°1o
2 bu1ldmgs
1986
2 4 1.000 Sq Ft

Osborn Armen Gourd1k1an
Donkazanan
Cushman & Wakef1eld
(714)980-7788

- 24- .-0 0_0_S_q--::Ft ld
4 bul Jngs
1987

$0 35-0.36 Net
$0 45-0 48

2 0 1 000 Sq_ Ft_
$0 29-0 31 Net
85,522 Sq Ft
2 0 1 .000 Sq _F_
t _
$41 87

66 876 Sq Ft

$0 .37-0 39 Net
7°1o
$48 00-53 00
22,252 Sq
2 0 1,000 Sq Ft
$0 36 Net
$95 00
74.976 Sq
20 1 OOOSq F_t _
$0 30-0 .32 Gross
43,867 Sq
2 0 1.000 Sq Ft
$0 27 Net
35.000 Sq
$0 36 Net
$46 50-46 75
2 0 1 000 Sq Ft
$0 25 Net
$42 00
2 0 1,000 Sq Ft
$0 30·0 35 Net
$42 00
2 0 1 000 Sq Ft
$0 31 Net

7010

Ft

Ft
_
Ft

Ft

--

40 ,351 Sq Ft

22,250 Sq Ft

128,861 Sq Ft

43,976 Sq Ft

2 0. 1.000 Sq Ft
$0 28 Net
1 1 1 000 Sq Ft
$0 36 Net
$47 00
20 / 1.000Sq F_t _

387 216 Sq Ft

-

3•.
81 .670 Sq Ft
_

$0 36-0 39 Net
$52 00-55 00
152 132 Sq Ft
3 0 1 000 Sq £!..._
_
$0 28 Net

275 169 Sq Ft
~ .OOOSq F_t _
-·$0 35 Net
42.500 Sq Ft
$45 00
$0 29 Net

35 760 Sq Ft

1 4 1 .000 Sq Ft
$0 29 Net
12 1,000Sq _Ft_
$0 32 o 35 Net
$39 00-44 00
2 0 1.000 Sa Ft
$0 26 Net

86 652 Sq Ft
_

576,480 Sq Ft

10 1,000Sq Ft
$0 27 Net
$35 .95
$0 26 Net

$0 29-0 31 Net

576.480 Sq Ft

183,637 Sq Ft

1 5 1,000 Sq Ft
$-0.3-5-Gross

6%
6,000 Sq Ft.

2 0/1 ,000 Sq Ft.
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Traditionally, commercial real
estate brokerage has been conducted in a simple fashion; brokers
primary focus was representing
landlords or developers of commercial buildings by finding new
tenants, or persuading current
tenants to renew their leases. In
marketing their client's product,
the broker's responsibilities also
included making presentations to
potential lease candidates, negotiating terms and conditions and assisting in lease document preparation.
The attitude of the typical tenant
was to view the real estate process
as a necessary evil whose importance was low on the list of company
priorities due to the inexpensive
cost of occupancy in relationship to
the tenant's operational budget.
(Occupancy costs were 2% to 3% of
gross revenue as recently as 15 years
ago). If a company had to relocate
or needed additional space, they
simply contacted the leasing agents
of the respective buildings they
liked for information. They viewed
the leasing agent as a guide whose
function was to point out the advantages
of the respective buildings. However, the tenant was not as sophisticated nor experienced when
it came to the leasing process with
respect to comparisons of lease
rates, lease concessions, lease escalations, operating expense pass
throughs, tenant improvement allowance and many other financial
considerations.
In recent years, the cost of leasing
space has dramatically increased
and it has escalated to capture a
significant portion of the tenant's
operational budget. A recent survey
reveals that a typical Fortune 500
company invests between 25 and 50
percent of their assets in real estate,
with corporate America's real
estate investments estimated to be
worth between 700 billion and 1.4
trillion dollars. Many companies
and corporations are taking a
serious look at real estate and its
relationship to profi ta bili ty. The
escalation of costs have forced
companies to research, analyze and
evaluate the planning process in
assembling the correct information
required to make the right move.
The combination of the tremendous
amount of growth in most cities
throughout the nation and rising
costs of leasing commercial space
has provided an overflow of expansion and relocation opportunities to
tenants. These factors have contributed to creating advantageous situations for tenants in many real estate
markets.
In addition to the willingness of
tenants to increase profitability and
take advantage of favorable real
estate markets, the need for tenant
representation developed due in
part to the small and mid-sized
companies lack of in-house real
estate departments. Even larger
corporations could benefit from
commercial real estate companies
specializing in tenant represen~a
tion because though many have mhouse real estate departments, they

are frequently understaffed particularly for peak periods of demand.
In addition, many corporate tenants
lack market knowledge in a particular geographic area in terms of
availability of space and actual
rental rates, and a company, whose
sole responsibility is tenant representation, could provide to the corporate client an impartial market
survey without bias or conflict of
interest.
Development of Tenant
Representation
Many real estate companies recognized the desire of clients needing
tenant services and gra vita ted
towards providing such services by
forming tenant-broker divisions
within the organization. Ideally, the
tenant representative and product
representative were to remain
independent of each other. However, on-going relationships
resulted in conflicts of interest
resulting in a lack of effectiveness.
The most important reason for the
lack of effectiveness was that brokers would merely "change hats"
depending on who the client is at
that time. When talking to a developer, a broker is landlord-oriented
and an expert at marketing product
but when talking to tenant/user the
broker is a "tenant representative."
How can a broker who takes listing
explain the inherent conflict of
interest in representing both sides
of a transaction? Some other problems include the vested interest a
broker has when guiding his clien tl
user to properties where the broker
or his company has the listing and
fiduciary responsibility to the landlord. Lastly, how can anyone expect
a broker who is representing a
tenant to deal aggressively with a
landlord or developer, when that
broker will seek future business
from them by taking listings on new
projects.
What to expect from tenant
representation
Many firms offer pure tenant
representation programs and it is
important to evaluate the merits of
each program. The tenant representative role is to function as the
user's corporate real estate adviser
and must maintain strict allegiance
to the tenant's best interest by
declining all opportunities to
represent landlords or developers.
If this requirement is met, there
should be an evaluation of the
methods and program used by the
tenant representative firm.
The first step would be to determine the real estate needs. Many
companies take advantage of a
relocation or renewal situation to
restructure the flow of work or roles
of departments. Functional needs
must be considered with respect to
space objectives, total area requirement and future needs along with
any financial or budgetary
constraints.
Second, in order to match the real
estate need to the best possible
alternative, a complete, accurate

Continued on page 17
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TAKE YOUR
COMPANY
FOR A RIDE
IN THE IN LAND EMPIRE' S
UlTIMATE
ADVERTISING VEHICLE!
- Lead i ng Business Circulation in the Inland Empire
- Exclusively Reaching Top Professional Management

ADVERTISING DEADLINE JUNE 8, 1989

Call

(714) 556-4917

STOP LEAKS & CORROSION

SEAL COAT

IS THE IDEAL LINING FOR:
Fuel Oil Tanks • Concrete Pipes • Water Storage Tanks
Ship Bottoms • Pumping Stations • Exterior Pipeline Coatings • Cement Plants
Foam Insulation Coatings • Gates, Valves and Pumps • Acid Tanks
Garbage Trucks and Dumpsters • Dry Docks, Barges • Processing Plants
Dairies and Feed Yards • Railroad Cars and Trucks
Toxic & Hazardous Waste Dumps

A VERSAT ILE URETHANE COATING WITH
TRUE 100°/o SOLIDS PERFORMANCE
Seal Coat provides:
- 0% VOC. no solvents whatsoever
- Cold Spray applied at virtually any thickness in one coat
- Abrasion resistance and low surface friction in one cost
- Elastomeric flexibility and elongation
_ Excellent adhesion to steel, wood , aluminum, fiberglass and concrete
- Unsurpassed resistance to aci ds, alkalies, fresh & saltwater and
crude oils
- Lowest material prices and 100% solids urethanes
- The fastest application rate in the industry
- Immersion services with in hours of application

(714) 556-4917

May 19 - June 18, 1989

Twelve Steps to Meeting Success
B y D onna A lm
Communications Manager, San Diego Convention Center
Special to Inland Empire Business Journal by San Diego Executive
Whether you've done this a thousand times or have just been asked to prod u ce
your firs t meeting, here is a simple check list to ensure that consideration is
given to factors important to success- both for you and for your meeting.
1. Your Scope of Authority. Understand from your decision making body whether it's the boss or a board of directors- what is expected from this m eeting.
Outline your meeting plans with such objectives in mind. If costs are a factor ,
and they usually are, know your limits- and don't exceed them.
2. Group History. P rior to starting any planning for your meeting, produce a
written history of previo us events held by t h is group for reference. Include actual
n u m bers in attendance, ty pes of activities, costs, wh at succeeded and what didn 't,
etc. This document will pr ovide a good starting point for your meeting age nda
and establish site selection criteria.
3. Legal Documents. P ay careful attention to th e drafting of legal docu m e n ts for
meeting space, food functions, floral arrangements, printing, etc. Communicate
clearly yo u r needs prior to the development of documentation. Document your
understanding of all provisions agreed to and any changes to initial documents.
4. Budget. A detailed budget car efu lly crafted in the beginning will h elp to preven t
costs overru ns in the end. Your budget shou ld list staffing and planning costs,
fac ility rental, su rface tr ansportation, food costs, equipment and labor n eeds,
registration and oth er printed materials, atten dance promotion and adver tising.
P re-arrange billing with th e facility and other s involved with the pr oduction
of your meeting. Keep careful track of all costs as they are incurred.
5. Facility. Check our several facilities to identify th e one suited to yo u r needs.
The more involved your meeting agenda, the more flexibility you will need in
a facility. Prior to final selection, an early on-site visit is critical. Get to know
the facility's event manager and tour the building, noting levels of cleanliness
and areas most and least desireable for your group's needs. Check sign age in
and around the facility. Another site visit closer to the meeting date will help
set and confirm details.
6. Site. Select a city that offers quality entertainment and attractions most desired
by your audience (but not so distracting to keep them away from the meeting).
Be sure the time of year is conducive to any outdoor plans bemg considered.
7. Hotels. Assess probable hotel needs to attendees. Research availability of nearby
hotel rooms as well as cost. Pre-booking a block of rooms can provide discount
rates and encou rage high er attendance.
8. Transportation. Check into air and ground service to your destination city.
Remember, attendees need to get from the airport to their hotel and th en on
to the meeting faci lity, so a variety of sources may be needed. Don't forget parking
accommodations for those that ch oose to drive.
9. Program. With your objectives in mind, select timely topics and inter estin g
speakers to maximize attendance. Arrange for speakers early and keep backup
individuals in mind. Those speakers scheduled for morning presentations should
arrive the evening before. Prepare a complete agenda with all staffing and
equipment needs included.
10. Food. A captive audience becomes unpleasant if not fed occasionally. Be su re
agenda includes appropriate meal and refreshment opportunities. Does you r group
expect lavish sitdown dinners? Is an awards ceremony involved? Or would a
hot dog from the concession stand suffice. Menus provided by the facility will
help determine costs of meals and type for your audience.
11. Meeting Needs. Prepare a written inventory of all equipment needed, at w ha t
locations and times for delivery . Coordinate th ese details with your speaker s and
others on the agenda. K eep in mind that it is important to order su ch items
as audio/visual equipment, water services, room setups, etc., in advance. Addon orders can increase your final bill.
12. Audience Promotion. Consider several aven u es to get out th e message a bout
the dynamic, fun-filled meeting you have arranged, including adver tisin g, public
relations and direct mail. Attendan ce pays the bills. Besides, you 've worked hard
to ass u re a great meeting. Invest the requi r ed effor t to ensure good attendance
as well, and a real su ccess.

PROTECT
YOUR PROPERTY INVESTMENT
THE SIMPLE WAY!

Utaiversal
Property

(714) 395-5445

J\lanagement
WORRY FREE,
INTELLIGENT MANAGEMENT!
337 NORTH VINEYARD AVENU E
THIRD FLOOR
ONTARIO, CA 91 764

TELECOPIER (714) 391 -6872
TELEX 1561553 OAC UT
FAX (714) 391 -6872
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Japanese market
Continued front page 8

•••

ities for imports into Japan. JETRO
offices are located throughout
Japan and in major U.S. cities. The
Tokyo office is particularly helpful
m explaining the Japanese trade
system for U.S. and other foreign
businesses.
3) Japan's MITI (Ministry of
International Trade and Industry)
recently established several working groups to encourage cooperative
business arrangements between
Japanese and U.S. companies in the
areas of construction, consun1er
goods and food production. Businesses in these market areas can
contact MITI directly in Japan or
through trade representatives at
the Japanese Embassy or local
consulates in the United States.
4) The Japanese consulates in the
United States and the U.S. consulates in Japan include trade promotion personnel as part of their

permanent staffs. These consulates
can often provide information and
guidance for trade in specific
market areas.
5) International trade fairs are
frequently conducted throughout
Japan. These trade fairs represent
an excellent way to contact potential customers and business
partners in a specific market area.
Trade associations in a specific
industry have up-to-date information on trade fairs throughout the
world.
6) A number of U.S. law firms,
accounting offices and specialized
trade consultants with experience
in Japan are available to provide
information, market research and
other advice about entering the
Japanese market. These firms are
often useful in facilitating initial

contacts with potential customers
or business partners.
7) One of the best ways to penetrate the Japanese market is to team
up with a Japanese partner. There
are a number of small, aggressive
Japanese businesses seeking to
improve their market share in
Japan by marketing U.S. or other
foreign products. Such businesses
can make good partners because
they are willing to take a chance on
a foreign product in order to compete against larger, more established rivals Another good source
of partnerships is major companies
moving in to new market areas to
diversify. The major Japanese steel
companies are an example of such
businesses. A suitable partner will
provide the information and advice
necessary to adapt the U.S. product

for the Japanese market. Of course,
finding a suitable partner is not
easy. Frequently, it will save time
to employ a law firm, accountant or
other consultant to perform the
initial search.
In the end , the J apanese trade
surplus in foreign goods may show
a radical decrease on a worldwide
scale, but will show little change in
relation to the United S tates -unless U.S. business moves now to
take advantage of the active J apanese market.
Now, more than ever, U.S. companies have the opportunity to
compete within the Japanese marketplace. To do this, a knowledge of
the Japanese market and the ability
to adapt the product to the needs
and interests of the Japanese is
necessary to succeed.

Getting mail out
is a lot like
raising teenagers.
You worry,
you fret, you
wonder if they'll
be home on time.
Just like your
direct mail . . .
you need it to
be on time.

History of tenant
representation ...
Continued from page 15
and unbiased inventory of all available space is essential. This
allows the tenant representative to
visit, inspect and perform preliminary analysis of the suitability of
each potential site in order to
present a recommended list of
primary alternatives.
The next step would be to tour
the facilities with the client to
choose the best alternatives. When
the list is narrowed to two choices,
or possibly three choices, negotiations can begin with the tenant
receiving the benefit of leveraging
competing landlords against one
another for the best possible deal.
The tenant representative's role is
critical in the preparation of proposals and counter-proposals in the
attempt to agree to a binding letter
of intent.
Achievement of a letter of intent
and commitments by tenant and
landlord lead into the next step
which is preparation and execution
of the lease document. The tenant
representative must be involved in
this process to ensure all yreestablished documents and business
terms are met. Once the lease is
executed, the tenant representative
has the responsibility to stay
involved in order to ensure that any
problems that crop up can be solved.
Tenant representation evolved
because of the demand and needs
of corporate clients. The traditional
methods of leasing agents representing landlords proved to be inadequate and could not meet the ~ee~s
of tenants. Tenant representatiOn IS
a concept whose time has come,
providing valuable services for
client companies enabling them_ to
take advantage of an ever-changmg
real estate market.
Grubert is a Corporate Real Est~te
advisor with Charter Commerctal
Brokerage speciaLizing in repr_esenting tenants in San Bernardtno
and Orange Counties.

Put Your Advertising Message
in the Hands of the Prospects You Want
When You Want to Reach Them.
From Printing to Post Office
We Can Get the Job Done for You.

••

Mailing Labels Only
Full-Service Mailing
e Atftx Label
•
•
•

Inserts
Seal
Sort
Bundle
Tte/Tag
• Post Offtce Deltvery
• Postage Machtne
Bulk/Camer Pre-Sort
Master Cltent Ftle Set-Up
Personaltzatton
Word-Processmg

• Selected Mailings
• Resident/Occupant
• Political
• Business

• Doctors
Denttsts
• Attorneys
• Accountants
•• Retatl
Insurance
• Tttle/Real
Estate
•• Ftnance/Credtt
• Contractors
•• Auto
Sales

•
•

•
•
•

•

• • •

• Lists
Provided By You
Mamtamed
• Computer
Confidenttal
•• Addtttons,
Correct tons,
Deletion
• Full Computer
Pnnt-Out
• All Mailtng Servtc es

• Computer
• Chamber of Commerce
M embers
• Plus Many More

Synergistic Mailing Services
2060 Chicago Ave., Suite C·S
Riverside, CA 92507

(71 4)

683·0204
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EEKEND TIME OUT
f

'\

A very special place for

\~()

(

D

.-(

Honeymoons &
Couples in Love
Fresh. non-smoking rooms. Close to the beach.
Romantic country decor & old-fashioned charm With
modern convcnrences:
• Cho1ce of lin-room whirlpool or tuh-for·t~·o
• Some with fireplace
• All with remote-control Cable 1V. HBO, VCR &
complimentary mov1e lihrarv
• Contrnental breakfast served rn our lace,~ w1cker
sun room
• A1r condit1onrng ,~ Ce1hnq r·ans
• Complimentary luqgagc serv1cc from and to the
boats

201 Clarissa • P.O. Box 128
Avalon, CA 90704

In Palm Springs for
an even smaller price.

$85/

RESERVATIONS

(213) 510-0196

night
per room

Includes:
• Deluxe 2 room suite accommodations.
• Free use of meeting rooms daily.
• One free coffee break per day.
• A one hour welcome reception party
with hors d'oeuvres. wine and punch.
• Free airport pick up and return.
• One comp room for every 25 rooms.
• Group activities coordination and
arrangement of golf and tennis times.
To qualify for this special offer. a min·
1mum of lO rooms must be booked
per night. This price is effective until
5/31 /89.

Lake
Arro\Vhead
sho\Vs classics
More than 60 wooden runabouts
are expected to return to Lake
Arrow head June 2-4 for the fifth
annual Antique and Classic Wooden
Boat Show and Parade, hosted by
Lake Arrowhead Yacht Club.
The show's first day is a time
for boat owners to launch their
wooden beauties, register and get
acquainted. A special dinner is
scheduled for 6 p.m. for owners of
1939 model boats.
During the rest of the show, the
public is welcome to view historic,
antique and classic boats - from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. June 3, and from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. June 4. Entertainment, including live music, awaits
showgoers from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m on
both days.
The Parade of Boats is scheduled
for 3 p.m. June 3, followed by an
awards ceremony and dinner dance
at 7 p.m. A variety of awards will
be presented to owners exhibiting
restored boats by corporate sponsors, local merchants and boating
organizations.
Proceeds from the event will
benefit United Cerebral Palsy. For
details, contact general chairman
Fay Van at (714) 337-1665.

Days in the Vineyards:
The resort has banquet and meeting
facilities for up to 300. 18-hole golf
course. lO tennis courts. pool and spa.
Centrally located to Palm Springs and
Restaurant Row.

(1i1EDRAL CANYON RESORT
PolmSprmjJ
Ask for the Group Sales Office

1 800 824-8224 (California)
l 619 321·9000 (Nationwide}

VdlageRgsorts
A Collection Of Fine Resorts

Schramsberg to host exclusive picnics
Visitors to California's famed
Napa Valley long ago discovered the
wine country's idyllic scenery and
world-class wines. Now, guests of
Schramsberg Vineyards can enjoy
the best of both experiences
at gourmet "Picnics in the Vineyards" in a private grove on the
Napa Valley champagne house's
renowned estate.
To kick off their upcoming 25th

Free Tour Infor:rnation
A post card or phone call is all it
takes to command a wealth of travel
information. Here are some of the
latest offerings.
Long Beach and Southern California 72-page, four-color magazine
includes map, calendar of events,
B&Bs, luxury hotels. A free brochure
detailing weekend packages also is
available. Contact the Long Beach
area Convention and Visitors Council at One World Trade Center, No.
300, Long Beach 90831-0300, (213)
436-3645.

Mendocino Coast's vacation
homes, B&Bs, whale watching,
camping and horseback riding information is given in new brochures
from the Mendocino Coast Chamber
of Commerce. A map/ guide to the
town of Mendocino (where the last
episodes of TV's "Murder, She Wrote"
were filmed), plus a calendar of
events, will be sent with them. Send
a stamped, self-addressed envelope
with 45 cents postage to the Mendocino Coast Chamber of Commerce at
P.O. Box 1141, Ft. Bragg, Calif. 95437.

anniversary as America's finest
champagne proprietors in the Napa
Valley, Schramsberg's Jack and
Jamie Davies will host a series of
lunches featuring elegant wine
country fare from July through
October.
The series of exclusive picnics
will be held on July 8. August 19,
September 16 and October 7th on
the premises of the historic
Schramsberg Estate in Calistoga
and are available by advance arrangement only. All proceeds from the
$150 per person luncheons will go
directly to the Napa Valley Opera
House fund.
For reservations and further
information on the Schramsberg
Picnics in the Vineyards, contact:
Jeri Mehelic at (707) 942-4558. For
further information on the " Save
the Opera House'' campaign, contact: Napa Valley Opera House, Inc.
(707) 226-7372 or write, P.O. Box
6297, Napa, CA 94581.

BED & BREAKFAST

When you want to get away from the hustle & bustle, the strife & stress;
why not transport yourself in time to one of these quaint & tranquil inns?
ON SANTA CATALINA ISLAND its
THE GULL HOUSE "wtth a touch of
class." Come yourself or send your best
oworkf'rs. WP specialize in Honeymoons
and Anniversaries. For brochure, send
#10 self-addressed stamped envelope
P .O. Box 1381, Avalon, CA 90704 - (213)
510-2547

LE PETIT CHATEAU: For the
discriminating ... The tradition of the
French Mediterranean in the heart of
Palm Springs. A peaceful and quiet
hideaway. Sun bathing "Au Nature!"
poolside. 6th season! (619) 325~2686.

MAUl ON YOUR MIND

Bed & Breakfast

Dream in our Kapalua Bay Villas.
Luxunously furmshed 1 & 2 bedrooms Breathtaking ocean
v•ews Steps from tenn1s , golf 3 heated pools. 2 wh•te sand
beaches, shopping and dmmg These affordable villas are
available by the week or month For free photos. floor plans
and rates contact owners Richard & Nancy Matassarln:
p 0 Box 11633. Lahama Hawa11 96761 (808) 669·6529

Cottages of Point Reyes
An association of innkeepers. each wtth a
Private Guest Cottage in a Unique Setting
Woodland, Pastoral and Garden.
Call for Reservation Info. (415) 927-9445

Directory

'(l[I,e 1Jfinickerbocker ~!Ulansion
Peaceful retreat for work or play at Big Bear
Lake . Historical Bed & Breakfast spec1aliz1ng
1n mid-week busmess retreats & sales meet1ngs.
10-20 people Forest setting with small
conference areas Amen1t1es 1nclude full
breakfast.1acuzz1, use of Athletic Club, catermg
by spec1al arrangements Phone (71~ 866-8221

THE
GREY WHALE INN
Fort Bragg's Most D1stinctrve Inn
Spacious Rooms • Private Baths
Free Brochure • (707) 964-0640
Californ1a Reservat1ons • 1-800-382-7244
615 N Ma1n Street, Fort Bragg, CA 95437
Whale Watchmg & Skunk Ttam Tnps Atranged
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Inland Empire 25 Largest Hotels
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gg~~~~GE~TARY CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
COMPLIMENTARY COCKTAIL HOUR
CORPORATE RATES
FITNESS FACILITY
GOLF COURSE
HANDICAPPED EQUIPPED ROOMS
IN ROOM MOVIES

FREE PARKING
NON-SMOKING ROOMS
POOL ON SITE
RESTAURANT
TENNIS
WEEKEND PACKAGES
TRANSFERS FROM NEAREST AIRPORT
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- Meeting Facilities
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The above ltst was prepared by Jim M. R~tbe~~·a P~:~~~~t ~~~~~;g~~~:ez:;%6,
Travel located at 9227 Haven Avenue, we
.
Telephone. (714) 941-1122
.
UN/GLOBE ts a multi million-dollar travel services company and has recently mtroduced
accounts
to order
a new program Called Rese rFax· allowing indtvtduals
. and corporate
f
h"
atr· ,.me, car, hotel and vacation travel arrangments vta telephone ax mac me.
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The expanded FHP health care network helps you
enjoy something everyone covets.
Good health.
To that end. the medical centers and community physicians in FHP's health care network
stand ready to serve you.
Qualified physicians and health care professionals understand the importance of basing
patient relationships on trust and genuine concern. as well as medical skill.
Yes. you can choose your own doctor.
You can also choose to take preventative
health measures available at FHP such as
health education classes. yearly physicals.
and more.
With FHP you also have a choice of:
• FHP's Triple Choice Health Maintenance
Organization (HMO Plan with medical
centers in Riverside or Moreno Valley.
group model plans in FHP's Inland Empire
network, and FHP community physicians
in the Riverside area.)
• FHP Indemnity Health Plan.
• FHP Golden Health Care for seniors with
Medicare eligibility. Parts A & B. Other
options are available for Part Bonly.
You see, we feel the greatest wealth is
good health. Which is precisely why we
believe in and encourage healthy tife styles.
For information on enrollment call:
Employer Groups-714/952-8706 or 213/493531, Senior Plan-800/225 -4347.

I=l-IP®
HEALTH CARE
The better value in quality health care ....
t 1Q89 fHP In c
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A wine and Food Survey by William
This column is written for the business person who finds travel a necessity, as well as for those who believe
that eating a fine meal with a very
pleasant wine is a reward of travel and
even tqe,.
Each month we shall comment on
different restaurants, in the various
cities that, I believe, are most often
visited by business persons from the
Inland Empire. These restaurants are
chosen strictly on merit. We did not
accept or receive gratis meals, and all
restaurants were personally visited. I
plan to offer you brief surveys, in lieu
of long reviews.
California Culinary Academy - 625
Polk Street, San Francisco, 771-3500.
Th1s is a school for aspiring chefs and
restaurant personnel. And because they
try harder, the results are every bit as
good if not better than you might find
at a regular restaurant. I like to sit on
the balcony with the great overview of
the dining area below and the classes
takmg place across the hall from you.
Service is friendly yet professional. The
wine list is small but well thought out
with reasonable prices. The menu on
the balcony is less complicated than the
one offered below. Look both over
before deciding where to sit. Lunch and
dinner Monday through Friday. Closed
on weekends. Ask about the special
buffets when calling for reservations.
One of the most unique and rewarding
dining experiences in San Francisco.
John and Carol Muir have returned
the Madrona Manor to its original
splendor after six years of detailed
restoration. Located at 1001 Westside
Road in Healdsburg. The Madrona

YES! I want to join today's winners. Please send me the

Manor is a beautiful Victorian Inn with
splendid suites, coach house, gardens,
and a world class restaurant located on
a beautiful old Sonoma County wine
country road.
The menu makes optimum use of the
fresh products of local purveyors of
duck, boar, lamb, vegetables as well as
homemade breads. Great menu ... great
food ... great service ... reservations at
least 10 days in advance a must for
dinner ... reservations for the Inn two
months in advance ... during the months
of January and February, and on Friday, Saturday and Sunday the finest chefs
of Europe fly in to create a true culinary
masterpiece. Reservations: (707) 4334231. Dinner for two (not including
wine) $85- $110.
No vacation or visit to Palm Desert
would be complete without dinner at
Andreinos ... 73098 Highway III, Palm
Desert. There is one complaint that I
must voice, and that is that host and
owner Michael Castelli does overbook
and a reservation means you will be
seated thirty minutes after your reservation. I believe that even the best
restaurant cannot continue that policy,
and as for me the next time it happens
will be the last time. Now for the
positive: very good service and the food
- try the "OSSO BUCCO", well good
enough to "knock your socks off" ...
excellent wine list ... and desert is a
must. Dinner for two without wine $75
... beer and wine only ... reservations
(619) 773-3365
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next 12 issues of Inland Empir e Business Journal at the low
introductory rate of $6.00.
The Business J our nal that provides you with
sophisticated, au th or itative, concise infor mation to help you operate your company mor e
effectively and profita bly - yo u w ill be
updated and informed on new strategies to deal
with old problems.

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - T i tle - - - - - - - - - - - Company -----------------------------------------Address ---------------------------------------------City _____________________ State _____ Zip ------------Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ D a t e - - - - - - - - - - - D Check enclosed ($6 dollars)

INLAND EMPIRE

business journa I

000

Next month "Emilia's" 2102 East First
St., Santa Ana{714) 542-3131. Try it now
... before you read our preview.

~

2143 E. D St., Ste. 100 • Ontario, CA 91764 • (714) 391-1015

.
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....,.,...

-

"No one covers Inland Empire business like The Business Journal"

.,
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Inland Empire Businesswomen
By Robert Kemp

Judi Funtas
Owner /President,
Baker Personnel
in Upland

Eleven years ago, Judi Funtas
went to work for Baker Personnel
Services in Upland as a sales representative. Over the next eight years
she did literally everything in the
office from receptionist to payroll
-- secretary to consultant to general
manager. She learned every aspect
of the business.
Three years ago she purchased
the thirty-one year old firm from
its founder, Frank Balansiefer. Now
as owner/president, she runs the
largest personnel agency in the
area.
A TWA stewardess in the late
1960's, she left the workforce to be
a housewife and mother to three
daughters. She and her husband,
Gary, have been married 23 years.
Gary is Regional Manager of Biersdod, Inc., in Rancho Cucamonga.
Their daughters Larissa, 22, and
Jennifer, 19, attend Arizona
State. Nicole, 17, will be a senior
next year at Alta Lorna High School.
Funtas admits to considerable
trepidation when she joined Baker
in 1978. "Being a homemaker for
that long, I wasn't sure I could make
it," she acknowledges.
Not only has Judi Funtas "made
it," she has made it in grand style.
As Baker Personnel enters the
fourth decade under her leadership,
the company increasingly enjoys a
reputation for professionalism,
stability and innovation.
I asked Mrs. Funtas what was the
biggest change she had observed in
the personnel service industry over
the last decade. Her response was
immediate. "The greatest change
has been a movement away from
just providing temporary 'fill-ins' to
what we call 'temtoperm' employees, that is, people who work for
a company on our payroll for a
while and then are hired permanently by the firm they are working
for. ~About 70% of our people now
are in that category.
"What that has meant is that we,
as a personnel agency, have to do
a lot of in-depth training of our
people. They need to knO\~, for
example. how to use Wordperfect or
Wordstar or Lotus before they go
out on a job.
"Another big change is that we

now offer our employees a benefit
package so that we can attract the
best possible people. Also, the company doing the hiring does not feel
the pressure to do that until they
hire the person permanently. That,
frankly, has paid off in more business for us.
"We emphasize quality, not quantity. We have only seven permanent staff here at our headquarters,
but in the average week we have
about 80 temporaries working with
client companies. About five per
week are converted into permanent
employees.
"This emphasis keeps us on our
toes. We have to be more serviceoriented and more personal with
our client companies. When big
clients move out of the area, it hurts.
It takes time to replace their business. But we've had several clients
leave and try the national agencies
and come back to us just because
of the quality we offer."
When asked how she and her
family spend their time together,
Mrs. Funtas mentioned that at one
time her husband had been in the
Oakland A's farm system. "We are
a very athletic family," she commented. "We enjoy tennis, boating
and water skiing at Lake Havasu
especially.''
Mrs. Funtas is a member of the
California Association for Personnel Agencies, the National Association for Temporary Agencies, and
Le Tip, a network of small businesses in the West Valley area.
Baker Personnel is located at
299 West Foothill Boulevard, Suite
219, Upland, CA 91786. Telephone:
(714) 981-1111.

Diane Zak, Director
of Human Resources
and Information
Systems
The TORO Irrigation
Division in Riverside

Diane Zak was born in St. Paul,
Minnesota, and went to work for
TORO (Lawnmower Division
there) while still living in Minnesota. In 1980. the company moved
her to Riverside.
''It was one of the first cases of
a husband following his wife's
company transfer,., says Diane. At
first, Thomas, her husband, was

reluctant, but now he's so in love
with Southern California, I don't
think I could ever get him to leave.
He works in data processing for the
County of Riverside and couldn't be
happier with the relocation."
TORO Irrigation is one of five
divisions of the corporation. They
manufacture the sprinklers, valves,
and timer-controllers to operate
irrigation systems. About 20 years
ago, TORO purchased the company
from Ed Hunter, who had started
it and ran it for 30 years. In the
industry, Hunter is known as "The
Father of Irrigation." Diane is
emphatic that he be given credit for
creating the technology and getting
the whole business of irrigation
started.
When asked if it were not an odd
combination to be Director of both
Human Resources and Information
Systems, Diane laughed. "I get that
question all the time. Actually, to
avoid the confusion, my correct title
has been changed to Director of
Administration, which happens to
include Human Resources and
Information Systems."
"The reason for the combination
is very simple. Almost every
employee needs to know how to use
computers and process information.
If we don 't divide our company into
computer literates and computer
illiterates, then the personal interaction and information flow are
both smoother. That gives us
increased productivity and a competitive edge. You're always
searching for that competitive edge.
"United Airlines pioneered this
when they computerized their
reservation system some years
back. They're the classic case. More
recently, Target has fully computerized their inventory control.
That means that everyone in the
company needs to know information processing and be able to
interact with each other, not only
with an equal information base. but
also without the insecurities and
'mysteriousness' that has so often
plagued a company that has introduced a multi-million dollar information system that hardly anyone
understands. Guiding all workers
toward literacy with the information system seems to me an integral
part of working with people as
human resources.
"To give you another example,
ten to fifteen years ago, American
Hospital Supplies simply gave terminals to doctor's offices. When
they needed to order supplies, guess
whom they went to? That is what
I mean by using a combination of
new technology and human resources to keep getting that competitive
edge. And it's not a question of
machines taking over from people.
People are fundamental to this
process, more Important than the
technology 1tself. No machine can
do anything, particularly not a
sophisticated information system.
unless wPll-trained people are c.:ooperating pfficiently with each
other."

Does Diane have anything like a
"typical" workday. She explained
that she is always involved in a lot
of meetings, planning, budget and
employee relations meetings. "I
see my primary job to keep opening
up and facilitating communication,'' she says.
"I'm an early riser, and we are
a morning-oriented company. If I
get quiet time, it is very early in
the day. Most evenings I am out
doing some kind of community
service work. An industry, and the
people it pays, have a responsibility
to return services to the area where
we make our living. We need to pay
rent for our share of this planet.''
Diane added that she is very
proud of TORO's Employee Assistance Program (EAP), which falls
under her Human Resources Direction. "We have the highest usage of
an EAP program of anyone in our
area. Sometimes I worry that it is
because we have too many troubled
employees, but the data don't support that. We identify the troubled
employees very quickly and efficiently, refer them to proper help,
and then they are soon back functioning better than ever."
Diane Zak's career is a living
argument against the wide-spread
fears that high-tech machines,
pressures for profits and humane
employee and community service
are somehow inconsistan t.
TORO IRRIGATION DIVISION
is located at 5825 Jasmine Street,
Riverside, CA 92502, Phone: (714)
688-9221.

Deborah Mandabach,
Director of Marketing
The Arrowhead
Health Care System
in San Bernardino

Deborah Mandabach spent fifteen years in banking before shifting to health care in 1987. "I've
ahvays had a dream of working in
a hospital." she says somewhat selfconciously. "I gre\v up watching
Ben Casey and Dr. Kildare. and the
idea of doctors and nurses saving
lives on a daily basis has always
been in the back of my mind.''
It is not that Deborah did not

Continued on page 24
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Local small companies get " For tune 500" support
American Comm Center Corporation, a San Francisco based technology and real estate development
company, has built the ultimate
office building of the future in
Ontario.
The Ontario Comm Center, the
second Comm Center built in California (the first in Richmond CA
called the Hilltop Comm Center), is
the perfect office environment for
1-3 employee companies or satellite offices of larger companies.
Finally these operations can have
the same advantage in office automation, data processing and communication technology traditionally only afforded by "Fortune 500"
companies.
"Our objective is to provide independent business people with a first
class office building that, from
ground up, has been custom
designed to save them money and
mcrease their prod ucti vi ty," said
Frederick C. Ellsworth, President
and CEO of American Comm
Center.
The Ontario Comm Center is
a one story reflective glass building
with a 10,000 square foot garden
style courtyard, incorporating 46
individual suites. Each suite has
expansive window space and is
equipped with an AT&T computer
terminal that serves as a four line
telephone with auto dialing, conferencing and call forwarding capabilities as well as accessing dictation
equipment and the buildings powerful central computer. Through
the central computer a client can
access video displayed telephone
messages, electronic mail, rolodex

and calendar systems. Also available is popular business software
such as spreadsheets, word processing, accounting and communications applications.
All of this would still not be
sufficient without a complete administrative staff. The Ontario Comm
Center's staff includes word processors, telephone operators, a receptionist, Central Manager and full
time Maintenance personnel. This
staff utilizes state of the art AT&T
office automation in answering
your phone, processing all of your
correspondence and handling your
mail. All of these services are
included in the monthly cost of the
suite.
"The Ontario Comm Center is
more of business services company
than a commercial office building,"
says Emil Regard, Marketing Manager of the Ontario Corum Center.
"From the sophisticated computer
system to the administrative staff,
this building is able to produce a
working image of a true corporate
atmosphere. Also important is its
ability to project this image to the
tenant's clients. We are planning
Corum Centers in Irvine, Long
Beach and Pleasanton, California
and all will have reciprocal agreements. For instance, if a tenant here
in the Ontario Comm Center has
business in Irvine he will be able
to utilize the Comm Center in that
area,'' said Regard.
Some of the clients already taking
advantage of this office of the future
include Marketing Companies,
Mortgage Brokers, Overland
Freight Brokers, Business Manage-

Turnaround medicine

Numerical Control:
Know your numbers. Develop
your "control panel" of real-time
indicators of thruput performance.
Profit and Loss Statements and
Balance Sheets are neither timely
nor formatted properly for effective
management information. Restructure your numerical inputs into
meaningful information and ratios.
Track them, graph them, love them.
One of the single most important
ratios for any firm is Sales per
Employee. In thousands of do~lars,
here are the overall small busmess

FOR RENT
This Space As Low As
$78.15 Per Month
12 Month Lease
Call JEFF

(714) 556-4917

also available. Twelve individual
invoices (over one year) makes
accounting a lot simpler for tax
purposes and eliminates the clutter
as well as the responsibility of
keeping track of individual receipts.
Moreover, since much of the management is resolved, the arrangement makes it possible for lawyers
to have more time for lawyering.
Finally, the advanced equipment,
staff and amenities provide "high
powered'' resources essential for
law practice."
" I feel so good I can hardly wait
to get to work in the morning," said
Terri Marzella, a client in the
Comm Center. "It's warm, the
coffee is made and someone has
been answering my phone.''
The Ontario Comm Center has
been opened for approximately four
months and, without pre-leasing, is
already over 33% occupied. ''I would
attribute this success to the efficient
nature of the Comm Center," says
Regard. "By utilizing our support
systems the tenant is able to increase their productivity and devote all energy towards creating
revenues instead of in vesting time
and money in personnel and equipment." The Comm Center also offers remote programs for those
companies that are not quite ready
for all of the support but need a corporate identity and a part time office.

AD DEADLINE
F<>R NEXT ISSl~E
Jt:NE 8. 198~)

Coming Next Month!
EDITORIAL FOCUS

•••

Continued from page 7
vity audit. Keep a mental tally of
the number of persons who are in
their workplaces, hunting parts
shortages, seeking information, etc.

ment Consultants, Real Estate
Investors and even a Psychologist.
Some satellite offices include Skyline Displays, Avery International,
Tel-Tech Long Distance, NORCAL
Solid Waste Management out of San
Francisco, Preferred Management,
NICO Industries out of Los Angeles
and Falcon Homes of Boulder,
Colorado.
"Without having to hire employPes, I am able to achieve what
I need without the burden of management overhead and administrative duties," said Mr. Craig Sadil,
President of Allen Industries and a
client at the Ontario Comm Center.
Leandro H. Duran an attorney at
the Hilltop Comm Center has this
to say about the Comm Center: "A
major problem facing solo practitioners and law offices in general
is cost containment. Yet, no lawyer
can operate without a telephone
system, computer/word processor/
typewriter, photocopier, etc. Moreover, a secretary or at least a receptionist is required to provide a
professional appearance. The above
items are only a few of the many
expenses that have to contained if
an attorney is going to succeed in
private practice. (At the Comm
Center) one bill per month covers
the cost of your secretary, telephone, receptionists, photo copying,
utilities, supplies, computer equipment and more. The suite is available 24 hours per day, coffee and tea
service, the conference room,
Hewlet-Packard laser jet printers,
a fax machine, photo copier, etc. are

averages for 1987 according to Cognetics Inc., Cambridge, Mass.:
Financial, Insurance, and Real
Estate - $312.4; Wholesale Trade $269.5; Construction - $118.6; Manufacturing- $88.0; Retail Trade- $79.0;
Services - $68.8.
Market Sensitivity:
Security is the feeling you may
have when you don't know any
better.
If management is out of tune with
the marketplace, change can come
at breakneck speed leading to financial disaster. Meet with the presidents and product users of your
customer companies frequently.
Know your competition. Use
third parties to audit market_Performance who have no defens1ve posture or self-fulfilling agenda.
Most firms overstate price sensitivity. Price increases may even add
to perceived value. Price may b~ the
quickest way to increased profit.
RICK LAMPRECHT IS A LEADING BUSINESS CONSULTANT IN
EL TORO, CA. FOR READER
COMMENT: 23704-5 EL TORO
ROAD, SUITE 123, EL TORO, CA
92630 (714) 855-6060 OR (714) 3293718.

- Office Technology and Design
-Travel/Meetings and Conventions
- Financial Institutions (Banks & S&L's 1st Qtr.)
LISTS
-

Commercial/ Industrial Contractors
Long Distance Carriers
Public Relations Agencies
Travel Agencies

"No one covers Inland Empire business like The Business Journal"

Ninety-two percent of Inland Em pi:~ Busin~ss .Journ~l
readers are in management pos1t1ons w1th1n the1r
company, and 67 percent are owners, good reasons to
advertise.
.

INLAND EMPIRE

business journal
FAX (714) 556-5152
245 Fischer Ave., Ste. A7, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 • (714) 556-4917
2143 E. D St., Ste. 100, Ontario, CA 91764 • (714) 391-1015
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Senator Robert Presley ...
Continued from page 13
allow it to become law. Meanwhile
we are losing valuable time. A~
leg~slators, we are elected representatives to resolve these problems
after all.
'
''On the positive side, of course,
~iverside County has already
mcreased its sales tax 112 cent. That
\Vill help considerably. There are
some statewide approaches that
would also benefit the Inland
Empire. I have a major bill pending,
SB 1562, which would set up a
commission to take an inventory of
all rail corridors and rights of way
in California, because a lot of them
are abandoned or no longer profitable. Then we could acquire the
corridors and rights of way or obtain
dual usage. We could then fund
commuter rail lines from the Transportation Fund if additional
revenues are forthcoming. We must
have more balanced transportation.
There is no way around it. The
alternative is total gridlock given
the fact California is growing by
three-fourths million people per
year.
"We seem to be keeping up with
the need for schools through the
General Obligation Bonds, but I
don't know how long that will last.
As far as crime is concerned, a new
County Jail will open in Riverside
this summer, the Indio Jail has been
expanded, another one is proposed
for the Rancho California area. A
bill I authored last session will help
promote funding to build a new
Riverside County Hospital, proba-

bly in Moreno Valley, within the
next few years. The State Department of Health Services is putting
a lot of pressure on Nor ton Air
Force Base to clean up the damage
they have done out there. The
results are slow, but we are getting
them.
"On the smog issue, I would like
to add one thing. Under current
SCAQMD regulations, small Los
Angeles companies would be penalized for moving out into the Inland
Empire because the move would
take place within the same Air
Quality Management District. We
are working to change that, and it
looks positive at this time." Overall,
since the SCAQMD has been reconstructed, I feel they are vigorously
pursuing the air pollution problem,
but it will be a long continuous
effort.
IEBJ: "Everyone is talking about
change and growth in the Inland
Empire. What is the biggest change
you foresee happening in the Inland
Empire in the next decade?''
Sen. Presley: "The Inland Empire
will change in to another large
metropolitan area. The question is,
what kind of growth will it be? It
already is bringing us problems, but
we should have learned something
from what has happened already in
Los Angeles and Orange County.
People are keenly aware of the
comparison, and they know that
quality growth is possible. Good
quality of life can be attained. There

Inland Empire Business Women
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Continued from page 22
enjoy the banking and savings and
loan business. In fact, she became
Vice-President of three separate
banking institutions before making
a career change into the health care
field.
"In the last few years, though,"
she comments, "there were so
many mergers going on. I personally was involved in a dozen mergers, sometimes as a mergor and
sometimes as the mergee. Believe
me, it's better to be in the position
of a mergor versus a mergee.
"I was also doing a lot of commuting between San Bernardino and
where I worked in Los Angeles and
Orange Counties. That got very
tiresome after a while."
During this period of time she
went back to school to receive an
M.A. in Management from the
prestigious Drucker Graduate
School of Business at Claremont.
"In the summer of 1986, an old colleague and friend approached me
about the possibility of coming to
work at Arrowhead Health Care
System here in San Bernardino.
Eventually, after exploring the
possibility, I got to meet and talk
with the President and CEO of Arrowhead, Ray Barton III. The
upshot was that Arrowhead extended me an offer on Christmas Eve,
1986 and I went to work as Director

of Marketing in February 1987.
"I've never been sorry. Actually,
I find an incredible similarity in
some ways between banking and
health care. You have a Board of
Directors at the top, a professional
staff, middle management and the
line employees. In both fields, you
have consumers, vendors and
employees. So the basic structure is
very similar.
When asked if Deborah was glad
she had made the shift she replied:
"Glad? Absolutely. My only
regret is that I didn't do it sooner.
I have absolutely loved working
here. The people here show true
concern for patients and fellow
employees. It's a very caring environment. You don't always see that
in banking.''
Does Deborah Mandabach have
such a thing as a "typical'' work day.
"Hardly," she laughed. "Every day
is something new. Once you finish
one project, you're immediately on
to another. I'm in my office by 7:30
or 8:00 a.m. Along with my routine
marketing-management activities,
I try as much as possible to get to
know the hospital operations and to
learn (the best a layperson can)
what they are doing with patients,
even in highly technical fields.
"I spend a lot of time in meetings,
but I try not to work in a vacuum.

u ... We

tend to think of gang activity as something limited to Los Angeles
... That is not true anymore ... We have had noticeable rise in gang
activity ... due to increase in drugs ... "

will be cultural advantages. There
may be environmental disadvantages. We all have a pretty good idea
what needs to be done; now we need
action.
"I have been working since last
fall with the mayors and councilmen in western Riverside County
on some form of regional planning.
We are trying to reach a regional
consensus in three areas: joint
planning of recreation facilities,
transportation corridors and
revenue sharing. We have yet to
come to a substantial agreement.
Everyone thinks regional planning,
with some real governing controls,
is a great idea in theory, but, when

I'm out there learning all I can about
what's new and newsworthy in
medicine. And, I do a lot of the actual
final writing myself. I want to be
sure it accurately reflects what we
are really doing.''
Deborah's husband, Frederick, is
a Municipal Court Judge in San
Bernardino who also thoroughly
enjoys his work. He has been on the
bench for ten years.
"At least once a week, when I'm
working late, Fred comes over to
the hospital cafeteria for dinner
with me. We get teased a lot, but
really, the food is quite good, and
it's a chance for us to be together.
"We spend out leisure time travelling, reading, listening to classical music, and just enjoying our
home. It's our haven," Deborah
emphasizes.
Arrow head Health Care System
owns and operates San Bernardino
Community Hospital, Pacific Park
Convalescent Hospital, an Adult
Day Health Care Center, and a
Center for Behavioral medicine. In
early June, the company will open
an Alzheimers Day Care Center,
called Daybreak.
"Our goal," says Deborah Mandabach, "is to provide a continuum
of care from birth to the elder years,
emphasizing both education, preventive care and acute care when
required.''
When asked what discrimination
against women in business she had
encountered, Deborah replied, "I

it comes down to g1vmg up some

autonomy and dollars in return for
planned, integrated growth, then
people get nervous. This is precisely
the sort of thing we have to do to
manage Inland Empire's growth.
"I have introduced a bill on
Regional Planning, SB 1332. These
matters of transportation, crime,
education, health care and all the
quality of life issues require a
regional approach. Growth is a
given. We have to live with it. We
can either plan it carefully and
intelligently on a regional basis, or
we can end up with the confusion,
overlap and deterioration we have
seen happen elsewhere.

experienced much more discrimination in the 1970's. It was subtle,
but it certainly was there. I found
it very difficult to get from middle
management to upper management. Men were leapfrogging over
me constantly. That's why I was
determined to go back and get my
Master's Degree!"
At the close of the interview
Deborah was asked what her future
goals were. She replied, "I hope I
can continue to see my work as
making It possible, more and more,
to communicate various avenues
available to people in need of health
care. My husband says I am the
most optimistic person he has ever
known, and I hope to stay that
way!"
Arrowhead Health Care System
Corporate offices are located at:
1725 N. Western Avenue
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Telephone: (714) 887-7061

ATTORN EY
Turn around specialist,
troubled partnerships, real
estate workouts, private debt
restructuring, chapter 11 business re-organization and
lender re-negotiation.
EXPERIENCED & EFFICIENT SERVICE

{714) 675-6822
MR. MARC R. TOW
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Inland Empire Independent Financial Institutions
Ranked By Return on Assets as of December, 1988

18

24

Arrowhead Pacific SB

San Bernardino

57,220

-25.7

Not Available
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How
healthy are our institutions
Continued from page 3
with a list of Inland Empire financial institutions, a ranking of which
appears on page 25. The other
company, Bauer Communications,
Inc., of Coral Gables, Florida, gave
the Inland Empire Business Journal their "Troubled Thrift List "
compiled through April 11, 1989.
(See page 3).
-

I

The Bauer publication includes a
list of helpful suggestions on eva1ua ting a thrift. First, it warns that
at least 25% of the thrifts that failed
in 1988 were involved in fraud.
Those institutions could or already
might have sold depositor information to other unscrupulous institutions. Also, a 25% fraud rate amongst
failed institutions suggests that
depositors be wary of information
supplied to them by the institution
itself on the health of that financial
institution.
Another point Bauer emphasizes
is that a depositor's line of credit or
simple historJ established with a
failed institution evaporates immediately when that institution closes
its doors
Bauer suggests obtaining information through any number of
independent research companies
like itself. The fee is usually
nominal.
In general, it appears that financial institutions in the Inland
Empire are in relatively good shape.
Only one "troubled thrift" appears

May 19- June 18, 1989
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Resort Hotel ... Health Club ... and Card Casino ...
Continued from page 3

on the Bauer list, the Arrowhead
Pacific Savings Bank of San Bernardino. Otherwise, Inland Empire
financial institutions appear to be
doing well, especially the independent banks and S & L's.
Apparently, the overall economic
boom the Inland Empire has been
experiencing for the last several
years is reflected is the health of
its financial institutions. When both
housing and industry are on the
rise, fmancial institutions can be
expected to ride the crest of the
area's growth.

Tapping overseas ...
Continued from page 6
involved in promoting the export of
U.S. goods and services through a
variety of programs.
If the commercial bank chooses
to have the transaction guaranteed
or insured, this will usually be
mentioned in the commitment
letter, the guarantee/insurance
fees noted.
This is only a summary of export
financing. Its purpose is to give an
initial exposure to export finance to
the new-to-export middle market
company. Like many fields, it can
seem bewildering at first, but with
study, perseverance and assistance
from experienced hands, the ultimate pay-off in terms of enhanced
export sales can be worthwhile.

inspection at all times. Fifth, all
employees will be Cathedral City
residents if at all possible; they
will be issued employee identification cards by the Cathedral City
Chief of Police, and any violation
of the code of employment will
result in a suspension or permanent
revocation.
These are only a few of the
stringent regulations we will be
required to follow.

behalf of the organization and was
re'Sponsible for getting a controversial initiative on the November 1976
statewide ballot to legalize greyhound betting.
Mr. Hardie has always been
active in civic and charitable organizations. He is a past president of
the Bell Gardens Chamber of Commerce and a former director of the
Rio Hondo Boys' and Girls' Club.

Q: Doesn't a Card Club attract an
unsavory element to an area.
A: Certamly not. We would in no
way tolerate it even if they did show
up. We will have our own private
security force as well as the backing
of the local police. Besides, we're
talking about patrons playing
friendly games against each other.
No successful Card Club business
would jeopardize its reputation by
allowing unsavory characters on
the premises We require the highest standards of conduct from our
clientel. After all, we want to attract
substantial, respectable people to
our establishment.
Hardie has a long career in the
gaming industry. In 1963, he bought
his first standardbred horse and
within three years was driving,
training and racing harness horses.
He later organized and in 1973
became president of the Golden
State Greyhound Association. H e
lobbied the State Legislature on

Chino Valley Bank
Receives Top Award
For the eighth consecutive year,
Chino Valley Bank, with 13
branches throughout Riverside,
San Bernardino and Los Angeles
Counties, has received the prestigious "Premier Performance
Bank" award from the Findley
Reports consulting group of Brea.
Headed by Gerry Findley, the
Findley Reports are nationally
recognized for thPir accurate analysis and reporting of information on
financial institutions.

TYPESETTING
graphic arts

CAMERA
17141987-7988
9613 Arrow Route. Suite M
Rancho Cucamonga CA 91730

Suvi11g tftt Tradt 111 Ra11cfto Cucamo11ga for 5 Ytars

75 Largest Employers in the Inland Empire:
Continued from page 11

75

Lerner Packaging Corp
1770 S. Hellman Ave., Ontario 91761
(714) 947-3756

N/A - Not Available
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Koll Company
acquires 29-acres
in Sierra Gateway
The Koll Company has acquired
a prime, 29-acre site in Sierra
Gateway Commerce Center in
Fontana for development of a $22
million distribution, warehousing
and manufacturing center, according to Bill Dennis, vice president in
charge of The Koll Company's
Inland Empire office.
Construction of the 600 000
square-foot facility, to be called' Koll
Gateway Distribution Center, will
begin this month, Dennis said. The
three-building complex, to be built
in a single phase by Koll Construction Company , is scheduled for
completion in January 1990.
Joint venture partner with The
Koll Company for the complex is
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company.
"There is a strong and growing
demand for well-planned distribution facilities throughout the Inland
Empire, and our strategic location
in Fontana places Koll Gateway
Distribution Center right in the
middle of the area's major freeway
system,'' Dennis said.

Revamped Kaiser Steel shows first profits
This week Kaiser Steel Resources, Inc., the reorganized successor
to Kaiser Steel Corporation,
reported that it had achieved a
profit in its first full quarter since
emerging from Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceedings in November
1988. The announcement was made
by Richard E. Stoddard, Chairman
and CEO.
Stoddard said that Kaiser's revenues for the three months ending
March 31, 1989 were $1,329,385. Net
income was $951,423 equaling 3¢ per
share.
Although there is currently no
public market for the shares, trading is expected to begin on the
Pacific Stock Exchange later this

year. At present, there are 29,057,500
shares outstanding, of which
4,320,000 remain to be distributed to
the general unsecured creditors of
Kaiser Steel Corporation.
Mr. Stoddard cited two factors
contributing to Kaiser's firstquarter profitability. First was the
income ($794,955) derived from
Kaiser's long-term water rights
transaction with a neigh boring
Southern California water district.
The second factor was a part of the
initial lease payments from Mine
Reclamation Corporation, which
will develop Kaiser's former Eagle
Mountain iron ore mine 90 miles
east of Palm Springs into a nonhazardous solid waste disposal site

accessed by rail.
In addition, through a partnership with Lusk Co., Kaiser intends
to develop the 867-acre site of Kaiser
Steel's former steel-making plant in
Fontana into an industrial park.
Kaiser President Daniel N. Larson underscored the optimism
within the company by stating that,
"We believe that Kaiser Steel
Resources has made extraordinary
progress since coming out of bankruptcy . Although our current
income is encouraging, the real
emphasis for our company is on the
development of our long-term projects like Eagle Mountain, the
industrial park and our water
resources.

•

Sante Fe to Move
Headquarters to
Tri-City Centre

•

lS
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For nearly a century, Sante Fe
Railway has operated its division
headquarte r s in downtown San
Bernardino. Now the company has
announced that, as of November 1,
1989, it will have established new
headquarters at the Tri-City Corporate Centre. The announcement
came from Thomas H. Shalin,
Assistant Division Manager of
Sante Fe 's California Division.
Sante Fe's decision to relocate to
the business-oriented environment
of Tri-City Corporate Centre signals a drama tic change from the
railroad's history of servicing the
Old West from industrial locations.

ever

Carnegie Business
Center Signs Two
New Tenants
Tri - City Vice President and
Director of Marketing Steve Palmer
recently announced that the fourbuilding Carnegie Business Center
had signed leases with two new
tenants. Hunsake & Associates has
leased 12,000 square feet. The company specializes in planning, engineering and surveying services for
real estate developers. Hunsaker's
present Rancho Cucamonga office
will be incorporated into the new
Tri -City facilities.
A . L. Williams Insurance has also
signed a lease for 2,405 s~ua~e fe~t.
The company is consolidating Its
Pomona and Rancho Cucamonga
offices at the Tri-City location. A.
L. Williams specializes in life insurance and investments.
.
The 108,000 square feet Carnegie
Business Centre is represented by
Mark McAdams, David Berger and
Marg Berg of the Cushman & Wakefield Ontario office.
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Since the DEFINITYno 75/85 Communications System is designed to be the las~ communi~ti?ns
system you'll ever need, we designed a trade-in offer to help move your company s commurucauons
system into the future .
·h
fo
The DEFINITY 75/85 system adds on modules to add Jines from 40 to 30,000. Along wit room r
all the sophisticated capabilities you need. Or will need in the future.
It makes obsolescence obsolete.
And makes our special trade-in allowance even more special. If you currently h~ve a system from
one of our competitors, we'll take it off your hands and hand you a .handsome credit allowance on your
new DEFINITY 75/85 system in return. But this offer lasts only until September 1, 1989.
So say goodbye to communication system obsolescence, and hello to DEFINITY 75/85 system, and
also say hello to a trade-in offer to end all trade-in offers.
Call your AT&T Account Executive, or call 1 800 247-1212, Ext. 279.

C:ll989 AT&T
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Let us
tall< to
the world.
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MCI®gets you through to more people, in
more places, in more ways than anyone else.
Through worldwide direct dial, fax, telex, electronic mail or global digital private lines.
For example, you can store and forward
telexes and even send them to or from PC's.
Or "mail" virtually any information electronically- spreadsheets, binary files, letters, graphics.
With software links that send them instantly.
And hard copy delivery options that go literally
everywhere.
We'll enable you to talk to the world from
just about any office automation system or PC.
Including the one you already own.
You can create your own global private
network, too, with private lines to Canada,
the U.K., Europe, the Pacific and Latin America.
And everywhere you can dial direct, you can
dial direct with MCI, and get MCI savings
vs.AT&T.
Our messaging experts are ready to help you
put together the most efficient, cost-effective
communications in the world. And, to keep them
that way.
Until you call, you'll never know how much
better a long distance company can be.~

1-800-727-9624

Mc1·
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Let us show you:
<

MCI Commuruc ..uon5 Corporauon. 1988

